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CHAPTER I

General Introduction

For many years astrophysicists and upper atmospheric s c i e n t i s t s

have attemped to produce models for the formation and destruction

of molecules in the outer layers of the sun and s tars , in the

i n t e r s t e l l a r space and in our upper atmosphere. As a consequence a

detai led knowledge of cross-sections and rate coeff ic ients for

atomic interactions including electron-ion c o l l i s i o n s are needed

to improve these models and to interpret spectroscopie and

s a t e l i t e observations.

Further impetus in studies of electron-ion c o l l i s i o n s was provided

by developments in fusion research and studies of flame and plasma

chemistry. The studies of the electron-ion c o l l i s i o n s are of

particular interest for the simple diatomic and polyatomic ions

because of the pos s ib i l i t y to calculate these processes. The

experiments with these ions provide some useful checks to aid the

evolution of the theory of co l l i s i on processes .

Electron-ion recombination can be divided i n t o three catagories

radiat ive , dielectronic and dissociat ive recombination.

The radiative recombination process

A+ + e *A* + hu (I)

was f i r s t studied in the 1920's.

In the early 1930's Chapman' suggested that radiative recombination

was the main ion-loss mechanism in the F-layer of the upper

atmosphere.

The suggestion was accepted for almost a decade.

(2)In 1943 Sayers suggested that the inverse of autoionization,

die lectronic recombination, could explain the enigma of the high

rate of recombination in the ionosphere. Massey and Bates then

A



discussed the importance of the mechanism which may be represented

as follows:

+ hu (2)

The bound level d of a complex system X may have energy in
excess of the ionization energy of the molecule.
To stabilize the neutral a radiative transition to some level b
lying below the ionization must take place

Xd » ̂  + hu (3)

(A)

Finally, in 1947 Bates and Massey tentatively proposed that

dissociative recombination of molecular ions is operative in the

upper atmosphere and is very fast. The process may be represented

as follows:

AB+ + e y — * AB** »• A* + B (4)

where AB is a temporary state of the neutral molecule which may
dissociate forming two neutrals. A more detailed treatment of the
dissociative recombination process i s given in chapter II .
The dissociative recombination has a much larger rate coefficient
than the radiative and dielectronic recombination.

Because of i t s speed dissociative recombination is the dominant
process of diatomic and polyatomic ion-electron recombination in
the upper atmosphere. Because of this large rate coefficient the
dissociative recombination i s also the only recombination process
which has yet been measured in experiments. However, measurements
of dielectronic recombination are now underway in several laboratories.
Experimental techniques developed to investigate the dissociative
recombination process can be divided into three groups. In the
f i r s t , the afterglow i s observed of a gas which has been excited
and ionized by an electrical discharge. In the second group of
experiments the plasma i s formed by a shock-wave. Earlier results



of these techniques have been compiled by Bardsley and Biondi,

1970 (5).
The third method involves trapping ions by static electric and

magnetic fields and bombarding them with electrons of known energy,

This techniques has been developed primarily by Walls and Dunn
(7 8^ (9)

The results have been reviewed by Bolder * and McGowan . The

agreement between results of the afterglow and the trapped ion

technique is not very good.

The obvious way to study two-body collisions involving electrons and

ions is to prepare collimated beams of the species to be investigated

and measure the flux of products formed when they interact.

In the 1960's crossed beams of particles have first been used to

study electron impact ionization and excitation of ions. A crossed

electron-ion beam configuration has been used to study the

recombination of hydrogen ions,Peart and Bolder . When we consider

collisions between particles of two beams travelling in the same

direction and along the same axis a low energy in the center-of-mass

system may be obtained using beam energies having relatively high

laboratory energies. This is called a merged beam experiment.

This method has been applied to studies of low energy charge transfer,

ion-atom and atom-atom interchange and mutual neutralization.

(Trujillo et al., 1966(11), BrouilUrd, 1977<12))-

In the 1970's McGowan's group has developed a merged electron-ion

beam apparatus to study the dissociative recombination (McGowan

1976^ , Auerbach 1977 ).With the merged electron-ion beam

experiment it is possible to investigate different ionic species under

the same experimental conditions and compare these results with

those obtained by other techniques.

In the chapter I I I , part A, the experimental set-up and the evalu-

tion of the cross-section and results is described.

From the mean angle between the ion and electron trajectories and

the standard deviation of the angle of the ion and electron beam

the variance for the center-of-mass energy i s calculated (chapter

I I I , part B).

In chapter IV experimental work on the atmospheric ions NO , 0



and N i s described and in chapter V the isotope effect on the
+ +

dissociative recombination of N H and N„D has been stuaied. In

chapter VI the experimental work on the electron-ion recombination

of the carbon-containing molecular ions C , C H , C„H and C.K and

the ions CH CH. i s described.

In chapter VII a brief summmary is given of the dissociative

recombination of the diatomic and polyatomic species measured by

the merged beam experiment and a table is shown with energy depend-

ences of the cross-section of the dissociative recombination.
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CHAPTER II

Theory of the dissociative recombination.

1. Introduction

If an electron is captured by a positive ion the electron goes

from a free to a bound state,

There are several mechanism by which the kinetic energy can be

absorbed during the recombination process .

In this section only those mechanisms and related properties

leading to dissociative recombination (DR) will be discussed.

He consider DR as the formation and dissociation of the inter-

mediate electronic state AB

AB** fc.A* + B (1)

The state AB may autoionize thus giving an ion-electron pair

again.

However, if dissociation of the state AB is possible, the electron

may remain trapped and two neutral atoms can be formed, often in

excited states and with some kinetic energy.

Two mechanisms have been postulated which result in dissociative

recombination. * '

Both involve the formation of a doubly excited dissociative state

AB of the neutral molecule.

The recombination process, in which the continuum of the electron

and ion is directly coupled to the repulsive state AB , is called

the "direct" process (fig. 1).

The "indirect" process proceeds through an additional intermediate

step, corresponding to electron capture into a Rydberg state AB
R

associated with a vibrationally excited state of the initial ion

AB+.



A++B

INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE R

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the "direct" recombination

process.

The potential energy curves for the initial ionic and

the repulsive neutral molecular state.



2. The "direct" dissociative recombination process.

(2)
In 1950 the BR process was put forward by Bates in order to

explain the nighttime decay of the electron density in the

E-layer of the ionosphere.

It was described by a simple picture, but one which has remained

intact through later more sophisticated analysis. Some general

references are given in ' . Bardsley has formulated the theory

of DR in the configuration interaction frame work which i s often

refered to as resonant scattering theory.

An intermediate electronically excited state, the "resonant"

state, i s formed when a target electron being excited by the

incident electron which is trapped into an unoccupied molecular

orbital of the excited target ion (fig. ) ) . »'

Because the interaction is strong in the overlap area of poten- ''

t ial energy .curves of the ionic and the repulsive states, the .•;

system is stabilized by dissociation.

Bardsley's theory includes the possibility of electron departure i

(autoionization) which may occur after the capture into the ~-x

repuls ive s ta te AB . The resul t ing reduction i s described by a !>

s u r v i v a l fac tor i . e . , the p r o b a b i l i t y t h a t the s t a t e w i l l decay

by dissociation rather than by autoionization.

As a result, the total cross-section can be written as the product

of the capture cross-section and the survival factor SF

'i

o(E) = a (E).SF, (2) 4
cap

where capture cross-section, a , i s the cross-section for M
x* i

formation of the state AB . ;

The derivation of the survival factor is depending on the time >

available for autoionization. ;';

The time can be approximated using classical concepts of nuclear ,

motion. At each nuclear separation, a definite r?te of autoioniz- H i

ation can be defined. In general the survival factor is close to fe;

unity so the recombination cross-section is usually given ,
b * acap' !



The o may be written as;cap

with

V(R) - / f +(r,R) *E | e ^ |

where f(r,R) represents the electronic wave function for the

molecule, x(R) the nuclear functions and *_(r,R) is used to

denote the wave function of the incident electron.

V(R) is the electronic matrix element governing the configuration

interaction.

The factor Z represents the ratio of the multiplicities of the

intermediate state to the initial state AB and E is the energy

of the incident electron.

o can now be simplified because resonance formation occurs mostcap v

easily for nuclear seprations close to the particular value

R (R ) (f ig. 1).
capture v

 c

Using an approximation to replace x **(R) by a delta-function,
6(R-R ) , with a normalization factor^cc

X ^(R) - <£,)* .«(R-Rc) (4)

where U' is the slope of the potential curve of AB at the

singularity» the a becomescap

This equation is often modified by introducing the capture width

2
c' (6)

io

••'4



The cross-section for resonant formation i s then

, „ , _ IT 2 r c
capv ' ~ m .E ' 2 ' U " X *

AB

The survival factor, SF, can be written as

SF = exp(- ^ p - dt) (8)

where F(R) is the autoionization width.

The limits on the integration over time are front the formation of

the state AB at R to the stabilization at R , afterwhich

autoionization is assumed to be negligible.

3. The "indirect" recombination process

The "indirect" process can be considered as the result of two
radiationless transitions

e + AB+,a=£ ABO «—» AB** » A* + B (9)

In the first transition a Rydberg state AB_ i s formed in an
excited vibrational level and the incident electron i s captured
by giving up i t s kinetic energy to vibrational motion of the
nuclei. The second transition i s to a predissociating state AB
(fig. 2). The transition from the Rydberg state to the non-Rydberg
state AB arises from configuration interaction.
If the potential curve associated with AB is repulsive, the
nuclei will be forced apart and the dissociative recombination
process is completed.

The extra stage AB_ occuring in the process leads to a simplifi-
K

cation in the analysis. It leads to a series of narrow resonances
which can be treated separately because of the long l i fe time of
the state AB as compared with the decay by electron emission
or dissociation.
This means that the normal resonance theory as developed for

11
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UI

UI

A+ + B

A*+B

INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE R

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the "indirect" process.

Hypothetical potential curves for the molecular ionic

state, a highlying stable Rydberg state and the

unstable neutral molecular state.
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atomic and nuclear systems can be applied.

This resonance theory gives the cross-section in forms similar

to the Breit-Wigner formula

mT I Y 1meE 2 (E-E ) 2 - | rv s As

where the subscript s indentifies the resonant states by means of

their quantum numbers, r and r , are the potential widths again
sa SQ

for autoionization and predissociation.

E is the real part of the energy of the resonance.

We consider the case where electron capture is due to vibra-

tional excitation.

If h i s the vibrational spacing of the molecular ion then
R

E - E ~ hu.Av - -X (11)
s o 2

where E is the energy of the initial molecular ion (fig. 2) ando
R i s the Rydberg constate.

It has been shown for several cases that the effective quantum
(4,5)

number is between 6 and 8 ' .

4. Dependence of the recombination coefficient on the electron

temperature.

a. "Direct" process

The recombination coefficient a i s obtained by multiplying the

cross-section by the electron velocity and averaging over the

distribution of the velocities of the electrons P(E);

°v"f <^>i-V 0 2 )

For a Maxwellion distribution of the velocities of the

electrons at a temperature T the relation can be written as

13



0 3 )

If the dependence of o(E) on E is known, the function a(T )

can be calculated.

As mentioned, the survival factor SF is a slowly varying

function of E and is close to unity.

|X(R (
Furthermore the ratio '—{JT~̂  c a^ °s considered constant

over the thermal energy range of tha electrons. Since the

cross-section has an E energy dependence, E.cr(E) is a slowly

varying function of E compared to exp(-E/kT ) . By assuming

E.o(E) to be constant, the recombination coefficient i s then

C.T ~
6

w i t h c
(2mn k)

For the "direct" process the rate coefficient is thus inversely

proportional to the square root of the temperature of the

electrons.

b. "Indirect" process

From the expression of the cross-section for the "indirect"

process, i t follows that E.cr(E) will be a narrow peak function.

For narrow resonances with r «• k.T the rate coefficient for
s (4) e

the "indirect" process will be

kT ) '2
6 6

Thus the rate coefficient of the "indirect" process may decrease

with increasing electron temperature as rapidly as T .

14



If the "indirect" recombination i s important, two' conditions
must be satisfied. I t should have a large in i t ia l capture
cross-section and the predissociation of the Rydberg state
must occur before autoionization.

For diatomic molecules a large capture cross-section implies

a rapid rate of autoionization. Bards ley showed that for
diatomic molecules the "indirect" process should never be

(4)
dominant.
For molecules with several vibrational modes i t is possible to

have a large electron-capture cross-section with a slow rate

of decay through autoionization.
So "indirect" recombination may be more important in polyatomic
molecules.

15
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CHAPTER III

Experimental Approach

Introduction

The obvious way to study the electron-ion recombination i s to
prepare collimated homogeneous beams of the electrons and ions, and
to measure the flux of neutrals formed when they interact.
The electron-ion beams can be made to intersect perpendicularly,
obliquely or move in confluence.
Beams moving in confluence ( i . e . merged beams) are used to study

the reactions which occur at very low energies. These low energies
are achieved when the velocity of the electrons are brought close
to that of the ions. In our experiments the merged beams technique
is used.

In part A of this chapter the merged electron-ion beam apparatus
is described and also an evaluation is given of the cross-section
and results.

The resolution of the energy i s somewhat degraded by imperfect
collimation of the beams.
In part B of this chapter the rms value and the standard deviation

of the center-of-mass energy is calculated from the mean angle
and the standard deviation of that angle of the ion and electron
beam.

17



Part A

Experimental set-up and the evaluation of the experimental results

1, Apparatus

The experimental set-up used in this work has been described
before by Auerbach et a l ^ and V.S, D'Angelo^ .
In figure 1 a schematic of the merged electron-ion beani apparatus

is shown.
The electron and ion beams are generated separately.
The ion energy is between 300 and 450 keV and the electron
energy between 10 and 200 eV,
After collimation the beams are merged, traverse the interaction
region, are demerged again and the currents of electrons and ions
and the number of product neutrals are measured.

The ions are formed in a radio-frequency discharge ion source
located in the terminal of a 400 keV van de Graaff accelerator.
After mass analysis, the ions enter the'main chamber with ultra

-9high vacuum (10 torr).
This region i s in a magnetic field of 2.6x10 Tesla directed
parallel to the ion beam and is generated by a symmetric system
of four Helmholtz-type coi ls . The earth-magnetic field i s
compensated by "an other set of Helmholtz-type coils .
Prior to entering the interaction region in the center of the
main chamber the ion beam is collimated and i s shifted electro-'
statical ly in order to remove neutrals formed as a result of
charge transfer with the background gas in the beam line.
Inside the ultra-high vacuum chamber a Pierce type electron gun
i s fitted which can produce a beam of electrons (current 20 -
40 uA) having an energy which can be varied from 10 eV upto
200 eV.

The electron beam is generated in the region of the uniform
magnetic field and travels parallel to the direction of the
ion beam at a distance of 25 mm.

18
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of merged electron-ion bream apparatus.



The merging and demerging of the electrons with the ion beam is

accomplished with an electric field which in combination with the

magnetic field forms a trochoidal system (trochoidal analyser).

Upon entering,' the region of the crossed fields electrons will

perform two trochoidal periods,

Once out of the region with the electric field the electrons

continue in the direction parallel to but offset from their

original path.

The merged beams then pass through a decelerating stage inwhich

the speed of the electrons is changed in order to obtain the

desired center-of-mass electron energy. The two beams traverse an

interaction region with a length of 76 mm.

Subsequently, the electrons are accelerated again, pass through

the second trochoidal analyser which shifts the electron beam

back to i ts original alignment.

The electron current is measured in a Faraday cup.

The ions are separated electrostatically from the neutrals and

collected in a second Faraday cup.

The neutrals continue undeflected and are detected with a silicon

surface-barrier detector.

2. Electron motion in a crossed electric and magnetic field

The equation of motion of an electron in an electric and a

magnetic field can be determind by solving the force equation '

£ -±- £ • * , . ) (I)
e

where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron.
e _

The axial magnetic field B is directed along the z-axis, and the

electric field E along the y-axis. The incident electron beam is

along the z-direction and has an incident velocity v .

20



'Che motion can be fully described by the following equations:

x(t)
y(t)
z(t)

s -A sin
= A(cos
» V t

wt

(lit

+ v
- 1 ) (2)

where the cyclotron frequency u = — , the driftvelocity .

E e VD
v • — and the amplitude of the cycloide A « —-

These equations show that the electron follows a cycloidal path

in the x-y plane forwhich the amplitude is proportional to the

drift velocity.

The electron will spiral around a line parallel to B, which

moves in the (ExB) direction with a drift velocity v .

The lengths of the merging and demerging trochoidal plates L

used in our apparatus are 124 and 62 mm with the number of •-

periods n equal to 2 or 1 respectively.

The incident electron energy is 60 eV, k'

The pitch of the helical path P = L/n = 62 mm. 'f

The pitch is determine.; by the magnetic field and the incident \

velocity.

thus B = 2.6x10 Tesla.

The electrons are shifted over a distance d - 25 mm.

The perpendicular E and B fields give rise to an orthogonal

electron drift with speed

The drift velocity multiplied by the period time — and the

number of jumps n equals to the distance d. Thus the electric

field can be calculated and also the potential differences of

the trochoidal plates. They are 40 and 80V respectively for the

first and second trochoidal analysers.
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3. Center-of-mass energy and energy resolution

Low center-of-mass electron energy i s achieved when the
velocity of the electrons (v ) i s brought close to that of the
ions (v . ) .
If the begins intersect with an angle 0, the center-of-mass
energy is given by

• mm.

cm 2 m +m. i e J= IE E^ 2 < E E Jm +m. L e + e +

withE * — E.+ m. i

where the electron and ion masses and energies of the co l l id ing

part i c l e s are reap, m , m., E and E . .

If the angle 6 i s small we can use the approximation
1 2

cosd-1 - -r6 and s i n c e m « m. one can w r i t e :

E = (/E - /E ) 2 + (E E A 2 (5)
cm e + e +

The first term on the right hand side of this equation goes

quadratically to zero as E approaches E .

The second term may give a substantial contribution to E if

9*0.

When we differentiate equation (4) to determine the energy spread
in the center-of-mass frame in terms of the energy spread of the
electron (6E ) and ion (6E ) and angle 6 we obtain:

© G

6E
cm fl- (jj1)* cosejóEe+ [l -(ga)icoseLE++2(EeE+)isineöe[

(6)

In our situation at very low center-of-mass energies when E
approaches E , the f irst two terms are negligible and the
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sin -term dominates .

Evaluation of the cross-sections

In our experiment the electrons tend to "follow" the lines of

the axial magnetic field. Electrons which make a small angle with

the field lines spiral around these lines,

The time taken by the electrons to transverse the collision

region with length L i s .

v cose
e

The effective collision length is then:

2 2 I L
L .. • v .t • (v +v . - 2 v v . c o s Q ) 2 . - - • • - • ( 7 )
eff cm e i ei v cose

where v is the center-of-mass velocity,cm

The cross-section is determined as follows:
2

C e F v v.cosB

"* IeIil (v2+v.2-2vv.cos6)4
v e l e l

where I and I. are the total electron and ion currents, C is

the count rate of the product neutrals, and F is a two dimensional

form factor.

This factor has the dimension of area and can be written:

F = ||ie(x,y)dxdy.j|ii(x,y)dxdy/f|ie(x,y)ii(X,y)dxdy .

s '

A detailed treatment of the determination of the form factor has

been given elsewhere ,

The contribution of this term is calculated in part B
S3
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For small angles the expression of the cross-section becomes,

2EeE+ \

~e i e cm

5. Evaluation of the experimental results

In order to calculate the cross-sections several experimental

variables have to be determined.

The electron an ion currents are measured in separated

Faraday cups.

Typical electron beam currents used in our measurments were

between 15 and 25 VA and the ion current was between 1 and 2 nA.

The energy of the ions was between 300 keV and 450 keV correspond-

ing to an equivalent electron energy E of approximately 10 to

200 eV.

After electrostatic separation of the neutrals from the primary

ion beam, the neutrals pass on to a surface barrier detector.

To separate neutral production due to dissociative recombination *"

from that due to charge transfer with the background gas we have

pulsed the electron beam intensity with a frequency between 30

and 200 Hz. , -/

The formfactor is measured using the scanning system shown in \

fig. (2). "]
Three scanning sectors at different places in the interaction '"••

region allow the ion and electron beams to be scanned by horizon- -

tal and vertical knife edges on each sector. •

As a knife edge interrupts the beam the current on the Faraday ;

cup varies according to the beam area which is still transmitted.

By differentation of the transmitted current a profile in the ' 1

form of current per infinitesimal strip of beam is produced. -,

These differentiated signals can now be. used to calculate the .'H

overlap integral '

jjie(x,y)ii(x,y)dxdy (10)

\\i
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scanning system shown in Fig. 2. Values of K2, K̂
and y are obtained from vertical scans of the beam. I
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«here i and i. are the electron and ion current densities,
e i

Beam profile measurements indicate a near Gaussian form with the

result that the above integral is rather easy to determine.

The current densities can be approximated by

i.U.y) - I* exp( -f~ +~%- >
Ki K21 2 (11)

-(x-x ) 2 -(y-y ) 2

2 2i (x,y) - I " exp(

there I and I are the peak values of the current densities,
o o

KJt K2, K3 and Kĵ  are their half widths and x , y are the

distances between the axis of the electron beam and that of the

ion beam (fig. 3).
Integrating the current densities over all x, y gives the total

current:

P

The overlap integral can be written in terms of the above measur-

able parameters.

I . I -x2 -y2

0 = - i - e j _ ^ e x p ( _ ^ + - ^ )

From the differentiated scans of each beam, the values of K., K ,

K and K̂  can be determined.
The values of x and y are determined by measuring the offseto o
of the ion and electron beam profiles.

6. Discussion

Merged beams are used to study reactions which occur at very
low center-of-mass energies. It is obvious that if the velocities
of two particles are nearly equal their center-of-mass energy
wil l be small.
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Figure 4. Variation of the centre-of-mass co l l i s i on energy

normalised to the electron-equivalent ion energy E+

with the electron energy normalised to E+ for 6 = 0

and 10°. Only for the merged-beam case i s zero centre-

of-mass energy access ible .
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In order facilitate easy comparison with other studies it is

therefore sensible to plot the E and E as dimensionless
cm e

quantities normalized with respect to the electron equivalent
ion energy E (fig. 4) . For 9 = 0 the center-of-mass energy
goes to zero.
Another advantage i s the insensitivity of the interaction
energy to changes in the laboratory energies. So in principal
an "extremely" good energy resolution can be obtained.
In practice the resolution i s degraded by the imperfect
collimation of the electron beam.
The effects of the mean angle 6 between the beams and the
angular spread is discussed in more detail in part B,
Another advantage of the merged beam system is the long inter-
action length, so the ratio of signal to background is larger
than this ratio in an inclined or crossed beam system. A disadvan-
tage of the merged beam system is the two dimensional form
factor which is more difficult to determine.
Furthermore, i t wil l always be hard to merge two beams over a
wide energy range.

A specific disadvantage of our system with the trochoidal
analysers is the remaining angle. This angle can be determined
from the cross-section measurements (see part B) and not by the
scanning system because of the spiraling of the electrons in the
magnetic field.
The magnetic field determines the cyclotron frequency and there-
fore the periodicity of the trochoidal jumps. The electric an
magnetic field determine the lateral shift .
One can have an overlap of the two beams but i f the period of
the trochoidal jump i s not yet finished at the end of the
analyser plates the remaining angle i s conserved into the
magnetic field.

One can conclude that there are clear advantages in the merged
beam system, but the problems which must be solved are not easy
to overcome.
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Part B

MERGED ELECTRON-ION BEAM EXPERIMENTS II. .

DETERMINATION OF THE MEAN AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION
OF THE THE ANGLE OF INTERSECTION IN ORDER TO DERIVE

THE ENERGY RESOLUTION

P.M. Mul, V.S. D'Angelo, W. Claeys,
H.R. Froelich and J.Um. McGowan

ABSTRACT

At low center-of-mass energies the energy resolution in a merged

electron-ion beam experiment is limited mainly by the mean value and

the standard deviation of the angle between electron and ion trajecto-

ries. The mean angle is obtained from comparisons of calculated and

measured plots of the dependence of count rates on the electron energy.

The standard deviation of the angle is calculated by summing contribu-

tions from different sources to the variance of the angle. From the

mean and the standard deviation of the angle the lowest attainable

mean value and the corresponding standard deviation of the center-of-

mass energy are calculated for (e + H2 ) and (e + D3 ) dissociative

measurements.

Submitted for publication J. Phys. B: Atom. Molec. Phys.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments using merged beams, or intersecting beams with a small

angle of inclination, make it possible to measure reaction cross-sections

at low center-of-mass energies with good resolution. The resolution of

these measurements and the minimum center-of-mass energy are limited

mainly by the mean angle and the angular spread between the trajectories

of particles in the two beams. An earlier paper (Auerbach et al 1977)

described a merged beam experiment designed to study collisions between

electrons and ions at low center-of-mass energies. In that paper, an

attempt was made to determine the mean angle and the angular spread in-

volved in the experiment by comparing the dependence of the count rate

on the interaction energy with the calculated dependence of the count .;,

rate on the energy. The latter was obtained using the assumption that the »

cross-section is inversely proportional to the center-of-mass energy. |

This approach allowed Auerbach et al (1977) to determine eQ, the mean

angle between the trajectories of the two beams, if the assumption is

made that the angular spread in both beams is negligible, or, conversely,

to determine oQ, the standard deviation of the angle between ion and

electron trajectories, under the assumption that e is small.

In this paper a method is described that allows the simultaneous

determination of the mean angle 9 and of the energy dependence of the

cross-section, under the assumption that the latter obeys some simple

power law. The method is again based on the comparison of the measured

dependence of the count rate on the center-of-mass energy with the

corresponding calculated dependence. The method does not require that

the angular spread be negligible. Since the standard deviation oQ Can-ts
not be determined reliably using the same method, its value is estimated
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on the basis of electron optical models of effects that contribute to

the angular spread of the electron beam and the measured emittance of

the ion beam.

In the following sections we first derive expressions for the

contributions to the angular spread of the electron beam from different

sources, Then, starting with the kinematics of the interaction, the

method of determining 6Q the mean angle and n the exponent in the energy

dependence of the cross-section is described. In the next section nu-

merical results obtained by these methods are presented. The standard

deviation and the mean value of the angle between electron and ion tra-

,.• jectories are calculated and used to determine the minimum mean value

and the standard deviation of the center-of-mass energy for electron-

ion recombfination measurements on H~+ and D3
+. Finally the results are

summarized and some specific problems arising in these investigations

are discussed.

II. SOURCES OF ANGULAR SPREAD IN A MERGED ELECTRON-ION BEAM APPARATUS

The experimental arrangement to which the analysis of this paper

applies has been described in detail elsewhere (Auerbach et al 1977).

Here we shall give only a brief outline.

An ion beam, originating in a 400 kV Van de Graaff accelerator,

traverses longitudinally a region of uniform magnetic field of 2.6x10 T.

The field is generated by a symmetric system of four air-coils consisting

of an inner pair of 1.22 m diameter and 0.46 m separation, and an outer

pair of 0.81 m diameter and 1.15 m separation. An.electron beam is gen-

erated within the region of uniform magnetic field and travels parallel
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to the direction of magnetic field at a distance of 2.5 cm fro^. the ion

beam (figure 1). The electron beam is merged with the ion beam by means

of a transverse electric field, which in combination with the magnetic

field forms a trochoidal analyser. The effect of the crossed fields is

to shift the electron beam laterally and thus merge it with the ion

beam.

The merged beams pass through an accelerating/decelerating gap, in

which the speed of the electrons is changed relative to that of the ions

1n order to obtain the desired center-of-mass energy. The beams then

traverse a 7.62 cm Interaction region. A second trochoidal analyser

shifts the electron beam back to its original axis where the electron

current is measured in a Faraday cup. The ions are deflected electro-

statically and collected in a second Faraday cup, while the neutral

products continue undetected and are detected by means of a surface

barrier detector.

Low center-of-mass energies between ions and electrons are achieved

when the velocity of electrons 7 e Is nearly identical to the velocity

of the ions V^ . The lower limit of the center-of-mass energy is de-

termined by the mean and the standard deviation of the angle between 1on

and electron trajectories in the interaction region.

Due to the magnetic confinement of the electron beam neither the

mean angle nor the angular spread in the electron beam can be measured

directly. The angular spread in the ion beam can be determined from

emittance measurements. Since the angular spread in the electron beam

is the major contributor to the angular spread between ion and electron
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trajectories, it needs to be determined by other means. In this section

expressions are derived for contributions to transverse electron veloci-

ties, from which the standard deviation of the angle of the electrons in

the beam can be calculated. The main contributions to transverse elec-

tron motion are caused by:

(a) the thermal transverse velocity spread of the electrons at the cathode,

(b) the anode lens effect,

(c) the transverse velocity caused by space charge effects,

(d) the lens effect of the accelerating/decelerating gap.

Assuming that these contributions are not correlated, the rms value

of the transverse electron velocity in the interaction region is calcu-

lated as the square root of the sum of the squares of the rms values ob-

tained from each of the sources:

(a) The thermal velocity distribution of electrons emitted from the

cathode can be assumed to be Maxwellian (see e.g. Lindsay 1960). As a

consequence the rms value of t^a transverse thermal velocity of electrons

in the beam is: 1

vf - (2kT./m_)
• D e ,]

where T b is the beam "temperature", which is related to the cathode ^
temperature T by TK = T_/tr, M being the ratio of the area of the beam \i

c u c i

to the area of the cathode. ";

(b) and (c) The effect of anode focusing and beam space charge on the j

transverse electron velocity can be determined using calculations per- ƒ;

formed by Brewer (1957) for an electron stream immersed in a uniform ;

magnetic field. Brewer solves numerically the equation of motion of an

electron in an immersed beam with cylindrical symmetry

r - r ê2 = -(e/me)(Er + r8B z) (2)
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for peripheral electrons. Er is the radial electric field and Bz the

axial magnetic field. The angular velocity is substituted using Busch's

theorem:

ê = >sBze/me . ( 1 - r Q
2 / r 2 ) (3)

where rQ is the initial value of r at the anode. The charge density is

assumed to be constant across the beam, and the focusing effect of the

anode aperture is calculated using the Davisson-Ca'lbick (1931) formula.

Under these assumptions, Brewer's computations yield values for the

maximum and minimum beam radii rmax and rmin as functions of Ü^/U- ,

the ratio of the Larmor frequency to the plasma frequency, as well as

\ the wavelength of the beam scallops, again as a function of i^/uu .

The average spiral diameter Dmay of peripheral electrons is then given

rmax"rmin ' an(* ^ e max"'mum value of the transverse velocity is

given by:

vmax

where Vfl is the anode voltage. For beams with constant charge density

across the beam, the effects of both the anode aperture defocusing and

space charge are proportional to the distance from the axis. Hence the

transverse velocity caused by these effects depends linearly on rQ the

initial distance from the beam axis, and the distribution function of

the transverse velocity is given by:

f(v) = 2 v / v m a x 2 for ° < v < v m a x

= 0 for v >

The rms value of the transverse velocity caused by the anode and space

charge is therefore:

V" * ^ " 1
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(d) The focal length of the accelerating/decelerating gap can be re-

presented to a good approximation by:

F - A o ( E e i / E e f > + A l < E e i ' E e f ) 2
 ( 6

where E ̂  and lef are the kinetic energies of electrons in the beam be-

fore and after traversal of the gap, and the coefficients AQ and Aj are

obtained by numerical calculations. This focusing effect introduces an

rms transverse velocity:

vd=<rbV2l*Fd>s V ^ e f ' V 1 * (7)

Here the beam is assumed to have a uniform current density and a radius

rfa. in actual fact the beam at that point 1s closer to having a Gaussian

current density distribution (Keyser et al 1979). The error introduced

by the above assumption is rather small.

III. DETERMINATION OF BEAM PARAMETERS FROM MEASURED COUNT RATES

We start with a brief outline of the relevant kinematic relations.

More detailed treatments are given in Auerbach et al (1977) and Dolder

and Peart (1976).

The center-of-mass energy E c m in the collision between an ion and

an electron is given by:

p - j, c •
cm me + m- VV v. (8)

111̂  • III * C T C I

where E + = (mfi/m^ ) E^ , and me, m^, Ve, v".., Ee, E^ are the electron

'<£
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and ion masses, velocities and kinetic energies. 6 is the angle between

electron and ion trajectories before collision. If e « l wo can us*» the

approximation cos e = 1 -HO , and since m g « m. we can write:

For a fixed ion energy and a fixed e the same center-of-mass energy is

obtained for two electron energies E e l and Efi2 that are related ty:

E * - E * (10)

In the case of merged electron and ion beams with zero energy spreads

and zero angular spreads the number of experimentally observed events

for a reaction characterized by a cross-section o(Ecm) is given by:

= °(Ecm).(leI.LT/e
2F) •("1eEcm/2EeEJJS- (l

where Ifi and 1̂  are the electron and ion currents, L is the interaction

length, T is the time interval of observation and F is the form factor

of the two beams determined by measurement (Keyser et al 1979). The

ratio of counts obtained at the two electron energies E . and E e 2 is

therefore given by:

Nl / N2 = ' ( Ee2

- ( ï e l ^ W ' ( F2 / Fl) • (2cos9(E+/Eel)
i5-l)

where the possibility of the electron current and the form factor being

different for the two electron energies has been taken into account.

Using (12) the angle e can be determined from count rates measured at

two conjugate energies E g l and E e 2 . In the idealized case of the energy

spread and the angular spread being either zero or at least negligible

-u



Figure 2: Coordinate system used in equations (13) and (14).
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the obtained angle represents the mean angle 9Q between electron and ion

trajectories.

A more realistic evaluation of e Q 1s obtained if the energy and

angular distributions of both the electron and ion beams are assumed

to be Gaussian. Using polar coordinates Ee,o,«J». shown In Fig. 2, the

electron distribution function can be written as:

G .exp(-a2/oa
2].exp(-(Ee-Eeo)

2/oE
2] (13)

where G 1s a normalization factor such that

f(Ee,o,<|()Ee
2dEes1no(dod<j> = 1 ,

2 2"E „ Is the mean electron energy, cr and ac are the sums of the variances

of angular and energy distributions of the two beams. The number of ob-

served events Is now given by:

. ( l /cos e ) E } dEo sinot da. d* (14)

where E 1s given in equation (9) and cos 6 i s determined from elementary

relations in a spherical triangle:

cosO = cos 6 cos a + s ine sin acosij»

For small values of 8 and o we can write:

8Z = eQ
2 + a2 + 2aeQC0S(j) . (15)

In order to solve integral (14) some assumptions must be made con-

cerning the dependence of the cross-section on £ c m. Theoretical con-

f|
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siderations suggest (O'Malley 1968, Bardsley 1970) that for dissociative

recombination in the energy range below 0.5 eV one can assume that:

°<Ecm> - >*«"" (16)

where k Is a constant and n is a constant exponent. This assumption is of

course more general than the assumption that n = 1 made in an earlier study

(Auerbach et al 1977). Introducing (9), (15) and (16) into (14), the in-

tegral (14) can be evaluated numerically for different values of a , aE,

e Q and n. Comparison of curves of N vs Ee obtained from these calcula-

tions with curves obtained from measurements can then be used to determine

the parameters e and n. While it should in principle also be possible to

determine a and cv by this method, in practice it turns out that the ef-

fect of varying one of these parameters on the shape of the N vs Eg curve

can be cancelled by varying the other parameter. As a consequence only an

order of magnitude determination of these parameters is possible.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we present results of the determination of: (a) a,

the standard deviation of the angle between ion and electron trajectories,

(b) e Q the mean angle between ion and electron trajectories and n the ex-

ponent in the power law for the cross-section, and (c) E m ™ the lowest

value attained by the mean of the center-of-mass energy as well as oF
tcm

the corresponding standard deviation of the center-of-mass energy.

oQ has been calculated using the expressions derived in section II, while

0Q and n were determined using the technique described in section III.

The experiments for which these parameters were determined are electron-

ion recombination studies for two different ion species, namely H ?
+ and D 3

+.

The ion energy in both cases was 330 keV.
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(a) The temperature of the gun cathode lies between 700 and 800 K.

The average beam diameter is approximately 3 mm, while the cathode dia-

meter is 2.6 mm. Taking the cathode temperature to be 750 K, the beam

temperature is seen to be 440 K and hence the rms value of the transverse

thermal electron velocity is:

vt » ( 2 k T b / m e )
J i = 1.16 x 105 ms" 1 ,

The Larmor frequency of the electrons in the beam is:

wH • e B z / 2 m e = 2.2 x 108 s"1 ,

and the plasma frequency of the electrons in the beam is:

<üp = {pe/come)
H= 3.64 x 107 s"1

where p is the charge density. Hence the space charge parameter is:

u>u / w = 6.0 .

The cathode current is space charge limited, and therefore the initial

slope parameter is: i
d(r/rj v H

0 d(B p2) i

where rQ is the beam radius at the anode, 8 = W
D /

V
e »

 v
e
 is tne electron

speed at the anode. Using the small amplitude equation for the maximum ;

radius of the beam: ~-

Rmax = rmax/ro = l + S / u ) H ) 2 + Ro" ̂ p^ A

one gets (forthe above values of u>u/w and R ') R = 1.15. The
n p 0 171a X

minimum radius of the beam is obtained from the appropriate plot'of

Rmin versus u)H/u) (Brewer 1967). < ;;

Rmin= %in / ro - °'9 '
The wavelength of the beam scallops is in our case equal to 2 ir v / io

where u c = eB z/m e is the cyclotron frequency. For an initial beam

radius rQ of 1.5 mm the spiral diameter D of peripheral electrons

is seen to be 0.36 mm, and hence the rms value of transverse velocities



Introduced by anode focusing and space charge i s ;

Finally, the focal length of the lens formed by the accelerating/decel-

erating gap in our case is:

24.2 (Eei/Eef) + 0.29 (Efii/Eef)
2

d «Eei'Eef> - ^

The initial energy of the electrons is 60 eV. After acceleration or de-

celeration in the gap the electron energy i s : 89.9 eV for recombination

with H2* and 30.0 eV for 03
+. The resulting focal lengths are 0.147 m

and 0.0491 m. The rms values of the transverse velocities introduced

in the gap are then:

vd = ( r b /F d ) . (E e f /me)
h M . I x 104 HIS'1 (H2

+)

= 7.0 x 104 ms*1 (D3
+) .

The rms values of the transverse

action region then become:

vT - ( v t
2
 + vs

2
 + v

Hence the standard deviation of the

can be calculated:

o * tana = v T /

electron

j 2)' 5 = 1

= 1,

velocities

.35 x

.47 x

angular spread

vz = 2.40

= 4.53

xlO'

x 10'

105 m

105 m

in the inter-

s'1 (H2
+)

s-1 (03
+)

of the electron

rad

"2 rad

= 1.37°

= 2.59°

beam

(H2
+)

(D,+)

The variance of the angle between ion and electron trajectories is, for
2 2Gaussian angular distributions, the sum of o and a . Measurements

ae ai 3
of the emittance of the ion beam yield for o a value of 7.1 x 10 rad.

Hence we get:

° A
 s ( ° 2 + 0 » Z )h s 2.54 x 10"2 rad = 1.43° (H,+)
o a a c
o a. a*

4.59 x 10"2 rad = 2.62° (D3
+)
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(b) Fig. 3 shows as a solid line the plot of the measured count

rate as a function of the electron energy for the case of dissociative

recombination of H«+. The maximum of the curve corresponds to the mini-

mum energy difference between electrons and ions, which, for an ion energy

of 330 keV corresponds to an electron energy of 89.9 eV. Also shown are

calculated count rate curves obtained with the following values of the

parameters eQ and n: eQ = 0.95° - 1.66 x 10 rad, n = 1.3 (dashed line),

60
 a 0.75° = 1.31 x 10"2 rad, n = 0,9 (dotted line) and e0 = 0.85°

= 1,48 x 10 rad, n = 1.15 (triangular points). The last values of 0Q

and n are the values for which the best fit between measured and calcu-

lated curves was obtained. The value n = 1.15 is in good agreement with

values found for Ho dissociative recombination by other groups (Leu et

al 1973, Peart and Oolder 1974, Mathur et al 1978). In a similar way

8Q and n were determined for the dissociative recombination of D3 . The

values are: 6Q = 0.50° =8.7 x 10 rad and n - 0.9.

(c) The calculated values of e. and aa can be used to determine

lowest attainable value of the mean of the center-of-mass energy
cmo
and Op the standard deviation of the center-of-mass energy when the

tcm
mean of that energy is at or near its lowest value. The determination

of E™?™ and o P requires only the knowledge of 9 and a,, since, when
"cmo cm e

minE e = E + and 6 0 « l , the contributions of the spreads of Efi and E + to E

and ov are deamplified and become negligible, as can readily be shown
cm

using equation (9). The mean of the center-of-mass energy reaches its

minimum value E™™ when the mean values of Efi and E + are equal, in which

case one obtains the following numerical values:

2 + a Q
2 ) = 7.8 x 10~2 eV (H2

+)E""" = Fccmo £+

= 6.5 x 10"2 eV
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Figure 3: Plots of the count rate as a function of electron energy.

Calculated count rates for different parameter values:

eQ =-0,95°, n = 1.3 (dashed line),

60 = 0.75°, n = 0.95 (dotted line),

0Q = 0.85°, n - 1.15 (triangular points).

Experimental data for H 2
+ (solid line).

(All curves are normalized at Efi - E + =-4.0 eV).
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If E a E one gets for a r the standard deviation of the center-of-mass
e cm

energy the following values:

(H2
+)

(D3
+)

In the above expression the second order term in aQ has been included

since 8„ and oD are of the same order of magnitude.

The values of E ^ and o £ shown above can be taken as upper limits

of these quantities, since a number of effects that tend to reduce them

have not been considered in our estimates. A minor reduction in o p

results from the presence of a collimating tube of 35 mm length and 3 mm

diameter placed between the electron gun and the first trochoi dal analyser.

While most electrons spiral through the coiiimating tube unimpeded, some

electrons which have large spiral diameters and travel at the periphery

of the electron beam do strike the walls of the tube. Of greater signif-

icance is the fact that in calculating E'' and oc it was implied
cmo bcm

that either the transverse velocity distribution of electrons is uni-

form across the beam, or if the transverse electron velocity varies

across the beam, that the current densities are uniform in both beams and

that both beams overlap perfectly. In actual fact, while the transverse

velocities due to thermal effects can be assumed to be uniform across the

beam, space charge and lens effects contribute mainly to transverse

velocities of electrons near the beam periphery. Furthermore both the

electron and ion beams have in the interaction region Gaussian density

distributions, and hence interactions between electrons and ions are

more likely to occur near the center of the beams. In the determination
of E ™ ^ and cv electron optical contributions should therefore not

cm
receive the same weight as thermal contributions.
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It should also be noted here that the mean angle 6Q is due to

either the ion beam traversing the interaction region at a slight

angle to the direction of the magnetic field, or the electric field in

the first trochoidal analyser not being adjusted properly, causing the

electrons to emerge at a slight angle with respect to the magnetic

field. With perfect alignment of the ion beam and tuning of the tro-

choidal fields the contributions of 6 to E ^ and o £ could be made
cm

negligible.

Lower limits for E^JJ and o E can consequently be obtained by
cm

considering only thermal contributions to the transverse electron

velocity and by assuming perfect beam alignment, i.e. 0 Q = 0. The

values obtained are:

E £ ™ = 4.3 x 1<T2 eV

Op = 4.3 x 10"2 eV .
cm

for both H 2
+ and D3

+.

V. SUMMARY

A method is described which allows the determination of the mean

angle between electron and ion trajectories in a merged electron-ion

beam experiment. The method is based on the comparison of measured

and calculated curves of counting rates versus electron energy. Since

the beams are Immersed in a longitudinal magnetic field the mean angle

cannot be determined by other means. The described method can there-

fore be used to check the alignment of the two beams, and to determine

whether the mean angle between the beams has been properly minimized.

The method can also be used to determine the exponent in an assumed
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simple p?""4* i»w HpopnHonro r>* **»- ̂ :__».iative recombination cross-

section on the center-of-mass energy between ions and electrons.

Although in principle other parameters could also be extracted

from the count rate curve, this turns out to be possible only in special

cases. Thus the spread of the center-of-mass energy can be determined

if the count rate curve shows some structure with at least one peak of

an energy width less than the center-of-mass energy spread. In the

absence of such structure the energy resolution must be determined by

other methods. At low center-of-mass energies the energy resolution

depends primarily on the angular spread between electron and ion trajec-

tories. An upper limit,for the variance of the angle between electron

and ion trajectories was obtained by adding the transverse velocity

variances due to thermal, space charge and electron optical effects.

A lower limit is obtained by considering, only the dominant contribution

namely thermal transverse velocities.

From the mean and the standard deviation of the angle between ion

and electron trajectories the lowest possible mean value and the standard

deviation of the center-of-mass energy are calculated. If the beams are

properly aligned, and hence the mean angle between trajectories reduced

to 0.5 or less one obtains a minimum mean value of the center-of-mass

energy of 50 ± 10 meV and a corresponding standard deviation of also

50 ± 10 meV. The latter represents the standard deviation at the minimum

center-of-mass energy. For higher center-of-mass energies the standard

deviation increases due to increased contributions from the energy spreads

of electrons and ions (Auerbach et al 1977).
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These values for the minimum of the mean and the standard deviation

of the center-of-mass energy remain substantially the same in the case

of dissociative recombination experiments with heavier ion species re-

ported elsewhere (Mitchell and McGowan 1978, Mul and McGowan 1979 a/b,

Hul and McGowan 1980). An increase of the focusing effect of the accele-

rating/decelerating gap is in these experiments compensated by an in-

creased ion energy ( >400 keV) and by a reduced value of E + occurring in

the expressions for E™m" and aE .

It should finally be noted that the minimum mean value of the center-

of-mass energy does not represent the lower energy limit for the validity

of the power law exponent for the cross-section obtained by matching

count rate curves. This is so since lower center-of-mass energies con-

tribute a higher count rate and should therefore be weighted accordingly

in the determination of the effective energy.
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CHAPTER IV

Merged electron-ion beam experiments Hit. Temperatnre
dependence of dissociative recombination for atmospheric
ions NO*,OJ and Nj
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Received 20 July 1978

Abstract. Electron-molecular-ion dissociative recombination crou Mctiont have been
meuured for Nj , NO* and OJ over the energy interval 0-007-1 eV using the merged
electron-ion beam technique. At with moil other molecular ion» meuured by us the
'direct' recombination pracen appears to dominate below 0-1 eV «here all crou lectiom
follow a ME dependence. For the ions O*. NO* and Nj the derived rate coefficients at
300 K are respectively 1 '9,2-3 and 3>5 x 10"1 cm11"1 with a temperature dependence clots
to r;°".

1. Introduction

The chemical composition as well as the electron and ion temperatures in the iono-
sphere vary appreciably with changes in time and altitude (see e.g. Donahue 1968).
Above 250 km, the dominant ionic species are atomic. In contrast to this, molecular
ions such as NO*, N+, O*. H3O

+ and their hydrated forms, some metal-containing
molecular-ion complexes, H2O* and HO* play an important role in the chemistry of
much of the D, E and lower F regions. Here dissociative recombination is the principal
ion-loss mechanism. Although the temperature of the lower regions of the ionosphere
is in the range between ISO and 400 K and increases to about 2000 K in the upper F
region, the distribution of electron energies may be much higher due to the large
number of available electron production and loss mechanisms for both ground-state
and excited molecular ions. As a consequence, it is important to determine dissociative
recombination cross sections (and their rates of reaction) over a temperature interval
even greater than ISO to 2000 K and determine, if possible, whether or not ion
excitation greatly affects their value.

In this article, we will focus our attention upon the three dominant atmospheric
diatomic ions NO*, N+ and O* while in another article we will consider those ions that
are derived from water vapour. This latter group of ions are not only of significance in
studies of the ionosphere, but they play an important role in radiation, flsaie and laser
chemistry as well.

The high concentrations of NO* in the D, E and F regions of the ionosphere and the
ions N* and O* in the E and F regions have led to a large number of attempts at
determining rate coefficients for recombination over a large T, interval and whether or
not vibrational and electronic excitation affect these values. At present for e-NO+

I . Phys. B: Atom. Mblec. Phys., Vol. 12, No. 9,1979. Printed in Great Britain
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recombination there is considerable discrepancy between the results obtained using the
microwave-afterglow/mass-spectrometer apparatus (Huang el al 1975) where it is
estimated that the NO* ions are in the v = 0-3 levels of the ground electronic state and
those obtained using the ion-storage technique (Walls and Dunn 1974) where NO* is
known to be in v -- 0 level of the ground electronic state. Furthermore, for NO+ there
appears to be a marked difference in the temperature dependence of the rate coefficient
according to the technique used. For NO* a wealth of theoretical work (Bardsley 1968,
Michels 197S, Lee 1977) has been reported which complements the experimental
studies now published. The experimental situation for O* is much better with the
results of many afterglow experiments, the trappëd-ion results (which are normalised)
and now our merged-beam results generally agreeing (refer to Walls and Dunn (1974)
for a summary of reported studies). The previous results reported for N* have only
been obtained using afterglow techniques.

In our merged electron-ion beam experiments, we have an opportunity to
complement the results obtained by afterglow, afterglow/mass-spectrometry, trapped
ions and, in some cases, shock tube techniques and to add some information with regard
to the effect of vibrational and electronic excitation on the rate coefficients and cross
sections. In our experiment we measure, with high energy resolution, cross sections
«rCEcm) as a function of electron energy and derive rate coefficients a {Tc) as functions of
electron temperature Tc by integrating over the Maxwellian distribution of electron
velocities at the electron temperature Tt:

ƒ
In our experiments we have as yet no way of determining unequivocally the state of

excitation of ions entering our reaction. However, we have had success in altering the
concentration of excited-ion species by carrying out a variety of quenching experiments
at the discharge source in the terminal of the Van de Graaft ion accelerator used for
merged-beam studies.

There has been a long standing dispute over the temperature dependence of
recombination at temperatures below 1000 K. McGowan el al (1979) have shown that
for more than 25 species, including the atmospheric ions presently under discussion,
over the temperature interval 20 < 7"e« 1000K the rate coefficient is essentially 77° s

corresponding to a cross section which varies as Eëm and that the temperature
dependencies of the rate coefficients and cross sections in' this energy interval are
essentially independent of the state of excitation of these ions. It is also a general
observation that, below 1000 K, the 'direct' recombination process dominates while
above this temperature the 'indirect' process plays an ever increasing role. By these
'direct' and 'indirect' processes leading to dissociative recombination (Bardsley 1968)
we mean direct capture of an electron by the ion into a repulsive state of the neutral
molecule, and an indirect process in which the electron is first captured into a
vibrationally and rotationally excited Rydberg state of the neutral molecule followed by
predissociation.

2. Experimental approach

Our merged electron-ion beam experiment (MEISE) has been described in detail
elsewhere (Auerbach el al 1977). The ions are formed in a standard RF discharge ion



source developed by High-Voltage Engineering in which the gas pressure within the
source can be varied over a limited range between approximately 2*0 and 0-2 Torr. We
have tried to control the numbers and distribution of the excited species by changing the
source gas pressure and by using mixtures of various gases in the ion source. We have
had considerable success thus far in quenching some excited states by the use of such
mixtures. For these experiments we have used principally as our source of NO* ions,
NO gas and a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen. Nj and O j ions have been derived from
pure nitrogen, oxygen and from varying mixtures of nitrogen with oxygen. There is
considerable evidence in the literature for nitrogen gas being effective in quenching
oxygen ion metastables while molecular oxygen effectively quenches nitrogen ion
metastables. For ion energies between a few e V and thousands of eV one can refer to
papers by e.g, Turner et al (1968) and Sheridan etal (1978). Argon has also been used
as a buffer gas in an attempt to quench Nj excited states.

Ions produced in the ion source located in the terminal of the 400 keV Van de
Graaf! are accelerated to 440 keV ion energy, mass analysed and collimated before
entering an ultra-high vacuum chamber (10~9Torr) where they are merged with
low-energy electrons produced from a cathode heated indirectly. Low centre-of-mass
collision energies are achieved when the velocity of the electron v, is brought close to
that of the ion t>i. The energy in the centre-of-mass is given by

J 1 / V (2)

with

where m«, mi and n arc the electron, ion and reduced masses respectively; £ c is the
laboratory electron energy; and E+ is the electron equivalent ion energy corrected for
the differences in the electron and ion masses. The first term on the right-hand side of
equation (2) goes rapidly to zero as ve approaches O|. The second term, involving the
effective angle between the electrons and the ions which is estimated to be less than Tin
our experiment leads to a contribution to £OT through 02 which is less than 0-004 eV.

The energy spread within the centre-of-mass frame is dependent upon (i) the energy
spread of the electrons in the laboratory &£„, (ii) the energy spread of the ions in the
laboratory AE+, and (iii) 0 and its uncertainty A0 in the laboratory. By taking the
partial derivative of equation (2) with respect to E„ E*, 6 and if we assume that we are
dealing with Gaussian distributions, then the energy spread (half-width at half-
maximum) is?

A£'an=I{[l-(£+ /£.) l / 2]A£.}2+tfl-(£,/£+)1 / 2]AJB42+t2(£ e£+)1 / 2eA0]2]l1 / 2 .
(3)

From the experimental conditions of our experiment, we estimate that for
Ecm = 0-01eV, A£aa=»0005eV; for £ a „ = 0 1 e V , AFcm^OOleV; and at leV,
Afcm - 0-025 eV. The decrease in resolution as Ecm increases follows directly from the
rapid increase in the value of energy spread associated with the first two terms on the
right-hand side of equation (3).

The electron beam is merged with the ion beam with the help of a crossed electric
and magnetic field trochoidal analyser which shifts the electron beam from its original
axis to one superimposed upon the ion beam. Electrons are subsequently decelerated
to a prescribed energy and pass along the 7-62 cm interaction region to be accelerated
again and then separated from the ions by a second trochoidal analyser. The primary

•X
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ion beam is then separated electrostatically from the fast neutrals which result from
recombination, from charge transfer of the fast ions with the background gas and from
the ion beam neutralising on the slits.

The neutrals are detected with a Li-drifted silicon surface barrier detector while the
currents of tons and electrons are measured separately in individual Faraday cups.
Because of the low resolution of the silicon detector heavy neutrals of different energies
cannot be easily separated at our ion energies. For example, it is difficult for us to
distinguish between atomic oxygen with half the energy resulting from dissociation and
two fast atomic neutrals at full energy resulting from recombination. We have varied
the window of our discriminator and have always carried out the experiment at
centre-of-mass electron energies below the region where electron impact dissociative
processes are important, with the result that we can exclude all known metastabte states
of the ions under study. Furthermore, we have separated neutral production due to
recombination from that due to charge transfer and stripping by using standard electron
modulation techniques described in a previous paper (Auerbach et al 1977).

Cross sections are determined as follows:

Here L is the 7-62 cm interaction length; ƒ„ and I\ are the total electron and ion
currents; C is the experimentally measured count rate of product neutrals; while F is
the overlap form factor determined for the electrons and ions at three places along the
interaction length (Keyser etal 1979).

The total uncertainty in measuring the beam currents, and in determining the form
factor and velocities is less than ±15%, while the standard deviation in the count rate is
that shown on the figures which follow. The electron energy uncertainties quoted in the
figures are those derived using equation (3).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nitric oxide

Our measured cross sections for NO* dissociative recombination are shown in figure 1
along with those of Walls and Dunn (1974). The agreement between the two sets of
data must be considered as excellent particularly when one realises that the trapped-ion
results are normalised to the e - O* afterglow results. In the trapped-ion technique, all
ions are in the v => 0 ground electronic state, x '£*, while in our experiment we know
that NO*, if not quenched in the source, is in a variety of vibrationally and perhaps
electronically excited states. From Franck-Condon considerations, one might expect
that the dominant vibrational level produced in the discharge would be the v = 1 level of
the x '2* state although contributions from other vibrational levels of the ion may exist
in our primary ion beam. In order to test the dependence of the measured cross section
upon the state of the ion, the NO pressure within the ion source was varied by a factor of
five without the measured cross section being changed. Also NO+ was produced by a
fifty—fifty mixture of molecular oxygen and nitrogen with less than a 10% change in the
measured value.

As mentioned above, there is excellent agreement between the cross section
measured for ground-state NO* tons by the trapped-ion beam technique and those
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11, Measured e-NO* recombination «raas section, thown in comparison with the
results of Walls and Dunn using a trapped-ion technique and the theoretical calculation by
Micheliof NO* (v =» 0). O, thitwoik;. . . . Walls and Dunn (1974); —, theoretical work o(
Michel» ( W S ) .

measured in our experiment where some contribution from excited states might remain
particularly when NO* is drawn from a discharge in pure NO. Between 0 0 6 and
0-3 «V the results of Walls and Dunn tend to lie betow ours perhaps reflecting the fact
that in their experiment the contribution to the cross sections through this energy
interval of the 'indirect' process reflects only one state of the ion. In our H* study, as
higher vibrationai levels were removed from the ion beam, structure in the recom-
bination cross section curve became much more pronounced especially in the region
where the Indirect' processdominates (see McGowan et at 1976, Auerbachefa/1977).

It is significant that in the energy interval 0*009 to 0* 1 eV, we have measured an E~l

dependence. This interval is below the lower energy limits obtainable with the
trapped-ion technique. The E~% dependence found is that expected from low-energy
theory. It is consistent with nearly all the measurements made thus far in our laboratory
(McGowan «I at 1979, Mul and McGowan 1979).

In figure 2, we show our derived rate coefficients in comparison with the measure-
ments from other laboratories and several theoretical estimates. In order to obtain the
rate coefficients down to 10 K, we have assumed that the measured and predicted E~'
dependence continues down to 10~3eV electron centre-of-mass energy. We have
made a least-squares fit of a cubic polynomial to our cross section data and with this
polynomial we have calculated the values of the rate coefficient up to 10* K. In the
figure we also show the results of the experiment of Walls and Dunn. Their results are in
excellent agreement with ours: in effect when the E~l dependence at low energy is
taken into account, their results are indistinguishable from ours.

We also show the microwave-afterglow/mass-spectrometer results of Huang et al
measured over the temperature interval 380 « F . s 5470 K. At 500 K, our derived rate
coefficient is a factor of 1*7 lower than their measured value. Generally the slopes do
not agree throughout this interval. Since the Huang et al experiment used Lyman-
alpha radiation to produce the NO+ ions in the ground electronic state, Oss i> «s 3, one
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2. Derived rate coefficient (or NO* versus electron temperature shown in
companion with tome other experimental result» and theory. The lower extrapolation ol
the derived coefficient is from a 1/Eextrapolationof thecrousectionbelow(M)07 eV. —,
this work; —, Huang el al (197S);. . . . Bardsley (1968); , Walk and Dunn (1974);

, MichoU (1975); A. Welter and Biondi (1968).

wonders whether the difference in the results might lie in the fact that the vibrational»
energy distribution of the reactant ions is different. There is no doubt that there is a
marked difference in the excitation of the various ions used in different experiments. In
the trapped-ion experiment, Walls and Dunn are dealing with ground-state ions, while
in our experiment the distribution is largely unknown but likely to be associated with
the ground electronic state with a distribution of vibrational states. The stronger
temperature dependence observed by Weller and Biondi (1968) in earlier afterglow
measurements is therefore inconsistent with the results of our present study.

The theoretical calculations of temperature dependence by Bardsley (1968),
Michels (197S) and, more recently, Lee (1977), all suggest that a dominant E~x

dependence in the cross section should be found at low energies, which is in excellent
agreement with our experimental measurements. Bardsley (1968) considered recom-
bination to two states of NO* (B '*A and B aIl) and his rate coefficient lies slightly above
the experimental results of the trapped-ion and our techniques. Michels (1975) has
calculated recombination into five states: *S*; B *I1; 2II m; B 3A; and 24> of NO* (u=0)
and (» ^ 2). Mis rate coefficient for NO* (v = 2) agrees quite well with our result for
which NO* may be vibrationally excited.

It is not clear why the multi-channel treatment reported by Lee (1977) gives higher
cross sections. Furthermore, none of the structure found from the Lee calculations for
v = 0 and 1 is identified experimentally, probably reflecting a multiplicity of vibrational
levels in our ion beam and the fact that we cannot now single out individual exit
channels. The lower values of the rate coefficient of NO* derived by us and by Walls
and Dunn, if their cross section is corrected for an E'x dependence below about
0 0 5 e V electron energy, has a large effect on the ionospheric modelling over the
temperature interval 200 to 1000 K.
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T O R et al (1976) have determined the recombination rate coefficient using a large
sample of simultaneous measurements of ion and neutral concentrations and tempera-
ture made by the Atmospheric Explorer-C satellite combined with a laboratory
measurement of the rate 'constant' for the NO* production reaction (Lindinger et al
1974), The results are neither consistent with our derived rate coefficient nor with those
reported by Walls and Dunn when their rate coefficient is corrected as mentioned
above. However, if the rate 'constant' for NO* production is lower, i.e. 4 x
NT1 3 cm3 s"\ which is within the uncertainty of the measurements of Lindinger el al,
then there is good agreement.

3.2. Oxygen

Our measured O j recombination cross section as a function of centre-of-mass electron
energy is shown in figure 3 in comparison with the experimental data of Walls and Dunn
which has been nonnalised to experimentally-determined rate coefficients derived from
afterglow measurements in a number of laboratories. Over the energy interval 0 1 -
1 eV the agreement must be considered satisfactory. The small difference in magnitude

. may reflect the fact that our ion beam is made up of a distribution of ground x l n , state
ions and ions in the a 4n t t state. Attempts to quench the 4 n u state with nitrogen, by
'placing a fifty-fifty oxygen/nitrogen mixture in the source, have not led to any
significant change in magnitude of the cross section. Although we have taken a few data
points above 1 eV, wé have not as yet been able to identify gross structure similar to that
shown in the curves reported by Walls and Dunn. -

As in the case of ewWO* recombination, in order to compare our absolute cross
section results with the published rate coefficients, we have extrapolated the measured
l / £ dependence to }0 eV and have made a least-squares fit of a cubic polynomial to
our data in order to calculate the rate coefficient up to 10* K. These results are shown in
comparison with a few of the many measurements reported (figure 4).

OOI 01 t
Electron energy £ i m lev) : •-'-

Measured e - O j recombination cross section. The broken curve represents the
results of the trapped-ion technique. O. this w o r k ; . . . . Wails and Dunn (1974).
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wH. ,
Electron temperature T, IK)

Derived rate coefficient (or O] as a (unction of electron temperature shown in
comparison with a (ew of the many results available (ram the literature. The dependence
below 100 K which is given by the broken curve is as in figure 2. — , this work; x, Kasner
and Biondi (1968); O, Cunningham and Hobson (1972); A. Mehr and Biondi (1969).

As in the cases of Hi , H J and NO*, one can see the effects of the 'indirect' process
becoming important over the energy interval 0 - l -» l eV. As with most diatomic
modules , the competition of 'indirect' recombination with the 'direct' process does not
have a substantial effect upon the overall trend of the recombination as a function of
energy although it could affect the relative' proportion of atoms formed in different
excited states as the newly-formed molecule dissociates.

3.3 Nitrogen

Our measured recombination cross section as a function of centre-of-mass electron
energy is shown in figure 5. The N j ions have been formed in the discharge source from
pure nitrogen and from 20% or 50% oxygen- and 20% argon-nitrogen mixtures. The

jowest-lying excited state of N J is not metastable but is reasonably long-lived with a
lifetime comparable to the time of flight of the ions from the ion source to the
interaction region, being approximately six microseconds. However, it is our conten-
tion that, since neither the high N2 pressure nor the mixtures of oxygen and argon with
nitrogen in the source have shown any change in the cross section, this suggests that
either the recombination cross section for N+ A 2IIU is not substantially different from
that of the electronic ground-state ion or N* A state ions do not reach the interaction
region.

The role of the metastable *2« state has not been determined although, once again,
variations in source pressure and gas mixtures in the source have not given any
indication that this excited ion plays a significant role. The measured cross section over
the entire energy range follows an £"~' power law very closely suggesting that the direct
recombination process predominates at tow energies. This may also reflect the fact that
the dissociative cross sections for all species are nearly the same.
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Figure 3. Measured e-N J recombination cross section.

The magnitude of the cross section for fit is approximately 1 9 times larger than
that for O2 while it is 1-6 times that for NO*.

The rate coefficient that we derive from our cross section data is shown in figure 6.
There is excellent agreement with the afterglow results of Sayers (19S6). Furthermore,
our derived rate coefficient curve passes through the data of Kasner (1967) at 400 K.
The measured rate coefficients determined by Mehr and Biondi (1969) with a tempera-
ture dependence of To0'39 are approximately 30% lower than ours.

ei

tO"1
W to*

Electron temperature Tt IK)

6. Derived rate coefficient for e-Nj dissociative recombination shown in
comparison with other results. The broken curve extension of our data is as in figure 2. — ,
this work: — , Mehr and Biondi (1969); x, Kasner (1967); 0 , Sayen (1956).
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4. Conclusions

Perhaps the most important conclusion which follows from our study is that, for the
diatomic atmospheric ions NO*, N* and O+, the energy dependence of the cross section
is E~l down to centre-of-mass electron energies below 10 meV corresponding to a
temperature dependence of the rate coefficient of To0'5. From the very nature of the
results, we suggest that the 'indirect' process plays some role primarily in O+ and NO+

recombination but that the 'direct' process is dominant over the entire energy range up
to 1 eV, This appears to be particularly true in the case of NJ. Although we have been
aware that the 'indirect' recombination process may occur through a coupling of kinetic
and rotational channels at very low energies, we have seen no evidence of this in our
experiments.

It is extremely significant that in all of our experiments some excited ions probably
exist in the beams. We have to some extent reacted out these states in the source but no
change has been found in our results in contrast to the case of H* (Auerbach el al 1977)
and CH+ (Mitchell and McGowan 1978).

It also appears to be significant that the results of the trapped-ion technique and
those obtained through merged electron-ion beam experiments agree well, and that in
the case of Oj there is overall agreement between the many experiments.

The microwave-afterglow/mass-spectrometer results for NO (v = 0-3 levels of the
ground state) are higher than .those obtained with the trapped-ion technique (u = 0) and
our results. This discrepancy cannot be explained by differences in the vibrationally
excited states of the ion.

From a comparison of our results of NO* and O+ with those obtained through the
trapped-ion technique, we may conclude that vibraticnal excitation of these ions has no
substantial effect upon the cross section.
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CHAPTER V

DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION OF N,H+ AND N,D+
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ABSTRACT
The dissociative recombination of N»H+ and N»D+ has been measured over the electron energy
interval 0.006 to 0.75 eV. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution of the electron velocities, the derived
rate coefficients for N«H+ and N»D+ at 100 K are 1.5 X 10-« cm' »-•. Although deuteration markedly
reduces the recombination cross section for H>+, and to some extent for H,O+, it has little effect for
heavier ions like NaH

+,
Subject headings: interstellar: molecules — molecular processes

I. INTRODUCTION

The observation in interstellar clouds of the hydrated
molecules and their deuterated equivalents is poten-
tially a significant indication of the physical conditions
prevailing in these clouds. Through observation, one
has noted that the enhancement in the abundance of
deuterated molecules in interstellar clouds occurs by
factors of approximately 10* to 104 over the actual
(D/H) ratio for the interstellar medium (Penzias el at.
1976; Hollis el al. 1976). This enhancement can be
explained by chemical fractionation theories. The re-
action

leads to a high abundance ratio for (H»D+/Hi+) which
subsequently results in a general enhancement of
deuterium in other molecules (Watson 1976a).

Since it is impossible to measure directly the (HiD+/
H»+) abundance ratio, this ratio must be derived from
measurements of the (DCO+/HCO+) and (NiD+/
N,H+) ratios. These species reflect the (HaD+/H,+)
ratio because they are formed directly from H|+ and
H»D+ in the ion-molecule scheme (Herbst and Klem-
perer 1973; Watson 1973; Dalgamo and Black 1976).
From the abundance ratio (N»D+/N»H+), upper limits
to the fractional electron density (e/H») as well as the
carbon monoxide and molecular nitrogen abundances
(CO/H,, Nt/H,) can be derived (Snyder el al. 1977;
Watson 19766), provided the rate coefficient for the
dissociative recombination of NjH+ and the deuterated
molecule N»D+ is known.

In this Letter we report on the recombination cross
section for N»H+ and N|D+ over an energy interval
0.006 to 0.75 eV electron energy. From these measure-
ments we derive the rate coefficients by assuming a
Maxwellian distribution of the electron velocities.

Measurements for the N|H+ and Njfi* recombina-
tion made by using other techniques have not been
published, but we can compare our results with those
for other polyatomic ions H,O+ and Ha+ and their
deuterated forms D,O+, HDt

+, and D,+ measured by us.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The merged electron ion beam apparatus has been
described in a previous paper (Auerbach el al. 1977). In
the present experiment N»H+ and N»D+ ions are formed
in a gas mixture of N» with 40% H» or Di in a radio
frequency ion source located in the terminal of a
400 keV van de Graaft accelerator.

After mass analysis the ions enter an ultra-high
vacuum region (10"* torr) where they are merged with
a beam of low energy electrons from an indirectly
heated cathode. Low-center-of-mass electron energies
are achieved when the velocity (r,) of the electrons is
brought close to that of the ions (r,).

The electron energy in the center of mass is given by

with

(0

where £ , and £, are the electron and ion energies, m,,
nti, and n are the electron, ion, and reduced masses,
respectively, and 0 is the angle in the laboratory be-
tween the ion and electron beams, which in this ex-
periment is less than 1°.

Merging of the electron and ion beams is accom-
plished by using a crossed electric and magnetic field
trochoidal analyzer which transfers the electrons from
their original direction of motion parallel to the ion
beam to one superposed upon the ion beam. The
electrons pass with the ions along a 7.62 cm long
interaction region, after which they are accelerated and
separated from the ions with a second trochoidal
analyzer. The ions are electrostatically separated from
the neutrals formed by dissociative recombination. The
ion and electron currents are detected in individual
Faraday cups and the neutrals are detected with a Li-
drifted silicon surface barrier detector.

We have separated the neutrals formed by re-
combination from those formed by charge transfer of
the ions with the background gas by modulating the

T H » AsttotBiniCAL JOOTHAL, 227:L157-M59,1979 February 1
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electron beam. In order to obtain absolute measure-
ments we have determined the overlap integral of the
electron and ion beams at three places along the
interaction length (Keyser tt <rf. 1978). The total sys-
tematic uncertainty in the cross section is less than
15%, while the standard deviation in count rate is
given by vertical error bars in Figure 1, and the un-
certainty of the electron energy is given by the hori-
zontal error bars (Mul and McGowan 1978),

TO, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cross sections for the dissociative recombination of
NjH+ and NjD"1" have been measured from 0.006 to
0.75 eV (Fig. 1). Between 0,006 and O.O5 eV we find a
close to £~ l energy dependence of the cross section
which is in agreement with the predictions of the theory
(Bavdsley 1968) and with other measured cross sections
of molecular ions (McGowan el ai, 1978).

Although we have not attempted to determine
whether excitation affects the cross sections of N?H+
and NaD+, previous experience with polyatomic ions
(Mul et al. 1978) indicates that the quenching of excited
states in the radio frequency ion source does not lead to
a significant difference in the measured cross section,
and the dissociative recombination of heavy polyatomic
ions appears to be nearly independent of the species at
energies below 0.1 eV. For the diatomic ions NO+, Oi+,
and Nt+ (Mul and McGowan 1978), there also was no
detectable difference due to excitation, which is in
contrast with what we have found for the diatomics
CH+ (Mitchell and McGowan 1978) and H,+ (Auerbach
el ah 1977).

In order to derive the rate coefficient down to a
temperature of 10 K, we have assumed that the £~'
energy dependence of the cross section measured down
to 0.006 eV can be extrapolated down to 0.001 eV elec-
tron energy. We have made a least-squares fit of our

uur'
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8u
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Fiq. 2—Derived rate coefficient for NiH+ and N t D
+ as a

(unction of electron temperature.

data with a cubic polynomial and, by assuming a
Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities, we have
calculated the values of the rate coefficient from 10 to
10' K. The rate coefficient for both ions NjH+ and
N]D+ has a 7V~M temperature dependence below ap-
proximately 300 K (Fig. 2).

It is common to write the recombination cross section
<r(£) in the form:

with

FIG. 1.—Measured dissociative recombination cross section (or
N«H+ and NiD+ as a function of the electron energy.

where aat,(E) represents the cross section for formation
of the intermediate state, S? is the survival factor, i.e.,
the probability that the temporarily formed intermedi-
ate state will decay by dissociation rather than by auto-
ionization, Tn is the total autoionization width, and r
is the time the nuclei take to slide apart in the decaying
region to the stabilization point.

According to the theory (Demkov 1965; Bardsley and
Mandl 1968), an isotope effect on the cross section
arises largely through the survival factor. Since the
nuclear .velocities are proportional to M~in (Jkf is the
reduced nuclear mass), the separation time T and the
exponent of the survival factor will be proportional to
M+ll\ This can lead to a large isotope effect, especially
for smaller nuclear masses like hydrogen and deuterium.

From our results, which are shown in Figure 1, one
can see that the recombination cross section for N»D+,
though systematically below that of NjH+, is the same
within the combined uncertainties of the measurements.
This is expected, since the molecular mass changes only
a small amount as deuterium replaces hydrogen in
N3H

+. As a consequence, we report only one curve for
the rate coefficient of the two species. A similar sys-
tematic but more significant dinerence has been ob-
served for H,O*- and DjO+ (Mul and McGowan 1979),
where at 100 K the rate coefficients for HiO+ and
D»O*" are 1.1 and 0.9 X 10-» cm' s"1, respectively,
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while the rate coefficient fot D,+ is 40% below that for
Hi*, with the rate coefficient for HDi+ lying between
the two (McGowan el al. 1978).

From our experimental results we conclude that there
is an isotope effect on the dissociative recombination.
For the large molecules, where only one deuterium atom
replaces a hydrogen atom, the dependence of the cross
section on the reduced mass is found to be small. This
suggests that the rate coefficients of the dissociative
recombination for HCO ;̂ and DCO+ are likely to be

the same. Furthermore, we expect that, according to our
results for the polyatomic ions, the rate coefficients for
HCO+ and DCO+ are not greatly different from those
forN,H+andNjD+.

It is our pleasure to thank J. B. A. Mitchell and C. J.
Keyser for their participation in this report.
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Energy and the Canadian Natural Science and En-
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CHAPTER VI» Part A

DISSOCIATIVE RECOMBINATION OF C 2
+ , C2H+ , C2H2

 + AND C2H3
 +
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ABSTRACT
Electron-ion dissociative recombination cross sections have been measured Tor C, + , C2H+,

CjH2
+ , and C,H3

+ over the energy interval from 0.02 to 1 eV using the merged beam technique.
Assuming a Maxwellian distribution of the electron velocities, the derived rate coefficient at
100 K. for C 2

+ , CjH+, and C2H2
+ is found to be 1.0 x 1 0 ~ * c m 3 s l and for C2H3

+ , 1.6
x l0~ 6 cm 3 s~ ' ,
Subject headings; interstellar; molecules — molecular processes

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the tack of sufficient experimental data
on dissociative recombination of ions, it is difficult for
astrophysicists to produce adequate models for the
formation and destruction of molecules in interstellar
clouds. The carbon family, especially, is still a chal-
lenge to these theories of molecule formation. With the
publication of experimental data on the dissociative
recombination of the family ofionsCH* . . . CH,+ we
have already given additional information relating to
the problem of the CH+ abundance (Mitchell and
McGowan 1978; Mul et al. 1980). With this paper we
hope to help the astrophysical community to under-
stand the problem of the high abundance of ethylyn
(C2H) in dense clouds.

Watson (1974) pointed out that the hydrocarbon
radicals (C2Hn) will be generated by the gas phase
processes involving CH, C + , and H2. The reactions are

followed by the dissociative recombination process

C 2 H 2
+ + e - » C 2 H + H

—»other neutrals.
The reaction

CjH2
+ + H2 — C 2 H 3

+ + H
is endothermic. As a consequence the above sequence
terminates with C2H2

+.
Another possible reaction chain is

where the main loss mechanism for the ionic species
remains the electron-ion dissociative recombination
process.

In this paper we report on the dissociative recom-
bination of C 2

+ , C2H+, C J H J + , and C 2H,+ over an

energy interval from 0.02 to 1 eV. Measurements made
of the recombination of this group using either an
afterglow technique or trapped ion technique have not
been published, but we can compare our results with
those of the C H + . . . C H , + (Mul et al, 1980) or other
polyatomic ions like N2H

 + and H,D* (Mul and
McGowan 1979«),

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The merged electron-ion beam apparatus developed
in our laboratory has already been described in u
previous paper (Auerbach et al. 1977). Only a brief
outline of the approach will be given in this paper.

The Cj* . . . C2H3+ ions are formed in a radio-
frequency ion source located in the terminal of a 400 k V
Van de Graaff accelerator. After mass analysis, the
ions are merged with a collimated electron beam in a
chamber at ultrahigh vacuum (10~* torr). The merg-
ing and demerging of the beams is accomplished by
using two trochoidal analyzers. The first one shifts the
electron beam from its original axis to one superposed
upon the ion beam. The electrons are subsequently
decelerated to a prescribed energy and pass along the
interaction region to be accelerated again and then
separated from the ions by the second trochoidal
analyzer. The primary ions are then separated elec-
trostatically from the neutrals. The currents of the ions
and electrons are measured in Faraday cups and the
neutrals are detected with a silicon surface barrier
detector. The resolution of the detector is 30keV
(FWHM). At an energy of 440 keV of the ions we are
able to distinguish product neutrals like CHn from
C2Hn, but not Cj from C2Hn. As a consequence we are
forced to study recombination at electron energies
below the lowest threshold for dissociative excitation
of the tons.

We have separated the neutrals formed by recom-
bination from those formed by charge transfer of the
ions with the background gas by modulating the
electron beam.

THE ASTROPHVSICAL JOURNAL. 137:749-751,1980 May I
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In our experiment, low center-of-mass electron
energies are achieved when the velocity (r>) of 'he
electrons is brought close to that of the ions (r,).

The electron energy in the center-of-mass is given by

with

E+ =
m,

where m,, mf, Et, and Et are the electron and ion masses
and energies, respectively, and Ö is the angle between
the ion and electron beam, which is smaller than \°5.

Cross sections are determined as follows:

where Cn is the count rate of product neutrals, /, and /,
are the electron and ion currents, L is the interaction
length, and F is the form factor determined for the
electrons and ions at three places along the interaction
length (Keyser et at. 1979). The total systematic
uncertainty is less than 15%. The standard deviation
of the count rate is shown in Figure 1 by the vertical
error bars, and the uncertainty of the electron energy
caused by the energy spread of the electrons and ions

CO
cn
O
CE

O
, Vfv

8
• » • '

o e + c j — C + C

* • + CjH*—NEUTRALS

O e + CjHj--NEUTRALS

« O+C,HJ NEUTRALS

01 0.1
ELECTRON ENERGY E•cm ( * )

FIG. 1. Measured dissiKialive recombination cross section for
C ; \ CjH' , C J H J * , and C2H,* as si function of the electron
energy.

and by.the uncertainty of the interaction angle is
shown in the figure by the horizontal error bars.

111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our measured C 2
+ , CjH+ , C,H2

+ , and C2H3
 +

electron ion dissociative recombination cross sections
as a function of the center-of-mass electron energy are
shown in Figure 1. It is significant that in our
experiments some excited ions exist in the ion beam.
However, the i o n under study have been formed in the
radiofrequency source from methane gas and from
ethylene, with no detectable difference in the cross
sections. Furthermore, previous experiments with poly-
atomic ions C H j + . . . C H , + (Mul et al. 1980)
indicates that the quenching of excited states in the
radiofrequency ion source does not lead to a significant
difference in the measured cross sections as different
gas mixtures are used. This insensitivity most likely
reflects a multiplicity of level crossings. The energy
dependence of the cross sections is close to the E''
power law predicted by theory (Bardsley 1968).

The magnitude of the cross section of the diatomic
ion C2

 + is high compared with those of other diatomic
ions like N O \ ! V , and O2

+ (Mul and McGowan
1979/)), The polyatomic ions C2H+ and C2H2* have
cross sections which are rather similar with those of
other polyatomics like C H / . . . CH,* (Mul et al
1980; McGowan el ai 1979) and also N2rT and
N2D+ (Mul and McGowan 1979a). It is perhaps
significant that the cross section for electron dis-
sociative excitation of different simple polyatomic
molecules is also insensitive to species.

McGowan et at. (1969) have studied electron col-
lisions with simple hydrogen containing molecules like
H2O, D2O, NH3, CH4, and C2H6 producing Li
radiation. Vroom and de Heer (1969) have measured
the cross sections for La and Balmer at, p, y, and d
radiation of CH4, C2H4, and C2H„. All the dis-
sociative excitation cross sections have roughly the
same energy dependence, and the simply polyatomic
molecules have the same magnitude, which is anal-
ogous to our findings for the dissociative recom-
bination cross sections.

The rate coefficient is derived by integrating the
cross section over the Maxwellian distribution of the
electron velocities at the temperature Tr, i.e..

In order to calculate the rate coefficient, we have made
a least squares fit to our data with a cubic polynomial,
and we have assumed that the close to E~l energy
dependence of the cross section at lower energies can
be extended as E'' to 0.001 eV.

Our choice of an £ "' electron energy dependence of
the cross section below 0.02 eV used in the calculation
of the rate coefficient at very low electron temperatures
is based upon the theory of the direct dissociation
recombination process (e.g., Bardsley 1968; O'Malley
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FIG. 2,—Derived rate coefficient for C2 *, C,H + , C,H j *, and C , H / as a function of electron temperature. The dushed curve represents an
extension of the rate coefficient of C 3 \ C;H , and C2H,*,

1968) and experiments from our laboratory where a
close to E~* electron energy dependence is found for
most ions through the energy interval 0,01 < Ee
<0, leV (McGowan et «/. 1979). Any other choice
would markedly affect our derived values of the rate
coefficient at low temperatures.

In Figure 2 we show the derived rate coefficients of
C / , C,H+ , C2H2

+ , and C2H3
+. The ion C2H3+ has

a slightly higher rate coefficient, which may reflect the

increased complexity of this ion or a larger polariza-
bility. A similar behavior for complex ions has been
found using the afterglow technique (Bjondi 1973).

It is our pleasure to thank V. S. D'Angelo for his
participation in this work and E. C. Zip!'for a useful
discussion of the results. The work 'v, supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy and the Canadian
National Sciences and Engineering Research Council.
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Merged electron-Ion beam experiments IV, Dissociative
recombination lor the methane group C H + , . . . , CH5
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Abstract, The dissociative recombination of the methane-derived group, C H \ . . . . CH|.
has been measured over the centre-of-mws energy interval 0,03 to 2 eV. Assuming a
Manwellian distribution ol the electron velocities, the derived rate coefficients for
CH*,. . . .CH* at 100K are, respectively, 5, 8.7,12,12.8 and 12.8x NT7cm1 •" ' . The
recombination cross section for the diatomic ion CH* is large. This has far reaching
consequence* for the theories of molecular formation in interstellar clouds. The cross
sections tor the polyatomic* CH J , . . . . CH j are also large and roughly equal in magnitude,
Like CH* they exhibit a close to B" l energy dependence below 0.1 e V. For CH J, CH« and
CHj the slope of the cross sections increases above 0.1 eV,

1. Introduction

The dissociative recombination of the family of ions C H \ . . . , C H * is crucially
important to gas phase theories of molecule formation in interstellar space. In
particular it appears to be impossible to explain the abundances of CH* in diffuse
interstellar clouds using steady-state chemistry if the rate coefficient for the destruction
of CH+ by dissociative recombination is greater than 5 x 10"9 cm3 s~l (Dalgamo and
Black 1976, Solomon and Klemperer 1972, Bates and Spitzer 1951). Since CH+ is the
simplest possible hydrocarbon and is also widely observed (Adams 1949, Frisch 1972,
1979, Hobbs 1973, Rogeraon etal 1959, Cohen 1973, Chaffee 1974,1975), indeed it
was one of the first interstellar molecules to be observed (Douglas and Herzberg 1942),
it essentially represents a cornerstone to any theory of interstellar iholecule formation.

Measurements made in this laboratory and the subject of a preliminary report by
Mitchell and McGowan (1978) have shown that, in fact, CH+ dissociative recom-
bination has a very large derived rate coefficient (5 x 10~7 cm3 s"1) at a kinetic
temperature of 100 K comparable with those found in diffuse interstellar clouds.
Clearly, steady-state theories involving molecule formation via ion-molecule reactions
at low ambient temperatures do not represent a complete description of interstellar
chemistry. Recent studies by Elitzur and Watson (1978, 1980) have successfully
predicted CH* abundances by invoking the concept of local heating of clouds by shock
waves even with high destruction rate coefficients.

The present paper describes measurements of absolute dissociative recombination
cross sections for the complete methane family CH + , . . . , CH*. This group is of great
importance in the suggested reaction paths leading to the formation of CH (Black and
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Dalgamo 1973, Watson 1974) as well as more complex species (SchirT and Bohme
1979, Mitchell 1977, Huntress and Mitchell 1979, Herbs 1976, Smith and Adams
1978) in molecular hydrogen clouds.

Besides giving important information for our understanding of interstellar chem-
istry, a study of a family of diatomic and polyatomic ions, C H + , . , , , CHs, affords us a
unique opportunity to examine the basic processes for recombination. Bardsley (1968)
had proposed that both 'direct' and 'indirect' processes lead to dissociative recom-
bination: direct capture by the ion of an electron into a repulsive state of the neutral
molecule and an indirect process in which the electron is first captured into a vibration-
ally and rotationally excited Rydberg state of the neutral molecule followed by
predissociation.

In our experiment, we measure cross sections <r (Ecm) as a function of centre-of-mass
energy and derive rate coefficients a(?e) as a function of electron temperature by
integrating over the Maxwellian distribution of electron velocities at the electron
temperature Te

For CH+ dissociative recombination it was found that the recombination process for
predominantly ground-state CH+ is very rapid (preliminary report by Mitchell and
McGowan 1978). In this report we show that the recombination of excited CH+ ions
(most probably in the 3 n state) is faster still.

Measurements of recombination for the polyatomics C H j , . . . , CHj using other
techniques have not been published, but we can compare our results with those for
other polyatomic ions like N2H+ and N2D+ (Mul and McGowan 1979), NHj (Dubois
et al 1978), C 2 H\ C2Hj and CjHj (Mul and McGowan 1980) and H2O* and HjO*
(Mul et al 1981). All of these processes are important for our understanding of
molecule formation in interstellar clouds.

2. Experimental approach

The merged electron-ion beam apparatus developed in our laboratory has been
described in other papers (Auerbach et al 1977, Keyser et al 1979, Mul et al 1980).
C H + , . . . . CH] ions are derived from a radio-frequency discharge ion source located in
the terminal of a 400 keV Van de Graaff accelerator. After mass analysis, the ions are
merged with the low-energy electrons in a region of ultra high vacuum (lCT'Torr).

Just prior to the interaction region, the ion beam is shifted electrostatically onto axis
in order to remove neutrals formed as a result of charge transfer with the background
gas in the beam line. The electron beam, produced from a pierce-type electron gun is
merged with the ion beam by means of a trochoidal analyser. In this device, crossed
electric and magnetic fields cause a lateral shift in the motion of the electron beam so
that it becomes superimposed on the ion beam. The two beams travel along the same
path for a distance of 7.6 cm before being separated again using a second trochoidal
analyser. Variation of the relative collision energy of the two beams is accomplished by
changing the electron energy just as it enters and leaves the interaction region.

After the two beams are separated, electrostatic condenser plates are used to
separate out the neutral species formed in the interaction region. The ion and electron
currents are measured in individual Faraday cups and the neutrals are detected using a
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surface barrier detector. These neutrals arise not only from the electron-ion recom-
bination (the true signal) but also from charge transfer processes in the background gas.
Separation of the true signal from the background is achieved by modulation of the
electron beam and synchronous counting using gated sealers.

Low centre-of-mass energies are achieved when the velocity of the electron (ee) is
brought close to that of the ion t>4. If the electron and ion beams intersect at an angle $,
the centre-of-mass energy is given by:

with

where the electron and ion masses and energies of the colliding particles are m., m,, Et

and Ei, respectively.
In our experiment the diameter of the electron beam is made larger than that of the

ion beam and the angle between the beams is kept small (<2°). The cross sections are
derived using the expression:

Ut'
where Ic and I, are the total electron and ion currents, C„ is the measured count rate of
product neutrals and F is the effective cross sectional area of the interaction region (the
form factor) as measured at three places along the interaction length L (Keyser et al
1979). The total systematic uncertainty is less than 15%. The standard deviations of
the count rates are shown in figures 1,3 and 4 by vertical error bars and the uncertainty
of the centre-of-mass energy caused by the energy spread of the electrons and ions and
by the uncertainty of the interaction angle is shown by horizontal error bars.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Recombination of CH*

The measured cross section for the dissociative recombination of electrons with CH+

ions is shown in figure 1. The upper curve is derived from a mixture of ground and
excited state ions while the lower curve corresponds to recombination with what is
believed to be ground state X ' l + ions primarily in low vibrational levels. The
measured cross section is large and has approximately an £~ ' energy dependence over
the entire energy interval studied by us.

Since the cross section for recombination of the ground electronic and vibrational
state of the CH* ion is most important for astrophysical studies, considerable effort was
made to test and control the state of excitation of the recombining CH+ ion. From
previous experiments reported in the literature (Chupka and Russell 1968, Huntress
et al 1974, Cotter and Koski 1973, McGowan et al 1976) we know that by changing gas
pressure and mixture some control of the state of excitation of an ion produced in an ion
source can be obtained.

For our study of CH+ a variety of buffer gases (He, Xe, NO, O2) were mixed with
methane in the ion source at a variety of source pressures. It was found that the addition
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Measured dissociative recombination cross section for CH*, formed in pure
methane with 4% NO and methane with 13% O2,

of oxygen in the source through a range 6 ,13,18 and 35% to methane gas produced
CH* ions giving the lowest cross section for recombination, this value being a factor of
1.4 smaller than that obtained using pure methane. When 4% NO was added to the
methane in the source, we also obtained a cross section equal to that associated with the
(O2-CH4) mixture. However, as the NO percentage was increased beyond 13%, the
measured cross section tended to rise again toward the value obtained using pure
methane.

The fact that O2 and NO buffer gases tend to decrease the recombination cross
section suggests that for the case of pure methane, the ion beam contains ions in the 3F1
excited state. Cotter and Koski (1973), Callear and Wood (1971) and Chiu (1972) have
shown that paramagnetic gases such as O2 and NO deactivate triplet states via electron
exchange reactions.

Subsequent additions of between 5 and 20% He and Xe did not have any measured
effect upon the cross section. Our choice of inert buffer gases follows from the work of
Huntress etal (1974) and Chupka and Russell (1968) who have shown that inert gases
effectively quench vibratiorial excitation of ions. Since we find no effect upon the
recombination cross section when He or Xe are added to CH« and CH4-O2 mixtures,
we suggest that either CH4 itself is an effective quenching gas for vibrational excitation
of CH* or that there is little dependence of the recombination cross section upon the
vibrational state of the ion. From our studies we conclude that the CH* ions derived
from pure methane have a fraction of the ions, most probably in the 3F1 state, which can
be de-excited to the ground state or destroyed by using a CH4-O2 mixture in the ion
source.

In early studies Bardsley and Junker (1973) and Krauss and Julienne (1973)
independently derived the repulsive states of CH which could lead to C+H pair
production following electron capture by CH+. Both groups found that the 2 n state
dissociating to C(!D)+H(2S) was the most likely candidate for recombination.
Although different theoretical approaches were used to derive the curves both pairs of
authors found that the aPI state of CH intersected the ground X ' l + state of CH+ in the
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vicinity of the v = 0 level. This indicated that the 'direct' mechanism discussed by
Bardsley (1968) was operative and the dissociative recombination of unexcited CH+

should occur rapidly via electron capture into a 2U state. Our results, giving approxi-
mately an E~l dependence of the cross section, generally support this view.

A preliminary report by Gtusti-Suzor and Lefebre-Brion (1977) suggested that
distortion of the 2F1 state would lead to an avoided crossing with the ground state of CH+

thus yielding a very small dissociative recombination cross section.
In order to derive the rate coefficients below 100 K, we have assumed that the

measured E~% energy dependence continues down to 10~3 eV centre-of-mass energy.
This assumption is based upon the theory of direct dissociative recombination (e.g.
Bardsley 1968,0'Malley 1968) and experiments from our laboratory where a close B~x

electron energy dependence is found for most ions throughout the energy interval
0.02-0.1 eV (McGowan ei al 1979). We have made a least-squares fit of our cross
section data with a cubic polynomial. This was then integrated over a Maxwellian
distribution of the electron velocities. Our derived rate coefficients up to 104 K are
given in figure 2.

I1
S

w'

—CH? ond CHJ
—CHS

CHJ
-••CH*texcited states

quenched)
—CHt (Wilson and Evans

19671

10 10' 10' 10'
Electron temperature f, IK)

Figure 2 . Derived rate coefficients for C H + , . . . . C H J as a function of electron tempera-
ture.

3,2. Recombination of CH$

Our measured CH2 recombination cross section is plotted against centre-of-mass
energy in figure 3. The derived rate coefficient is given in figure 2. Attempts to quench
excited states with oxygen or helium by mixing methane with 15% oxygen or 17.5%
helium in the ion source led to no detectable change in the cross section.

The measured CHj cross section presumably is associated primarily with the 2I1
ground state. The cross section is roughly the same as that for nearly all other
polyatomic ions studied by us. This suggests that for all of these ions there are many
recombination channels open for the ground and excited states of the ion at all times
and that all of them have large cross sections.

As for all the other polyatomic ions studied by us (McGowan el al 1979) an £~ '
energy dependence is found for the cross section below 0.1 eV. However, for CH2 this
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Figure 3. Measured dissociative recombination cross section for CHj and CHj as a
function of the electron energy.

dependence continues up to 1 eV whereas the slopes for some of the other polyatomics
become more negative above 0.1 eV. From our results we suggest that there is a
dominant 'direct' recombination process over the whole energy interval for the
polyatomic ion CH£ and that if a competing process does play a role, its effect is small.

3,3. Recombination ofCH$, CH* and CHt

The CHJ ions were formed in pure meihsr.cardin mixtures of 15% O2and 17.5% He,
but there was no distinguishable difference ii: the measured cross section when the
mixtures were used. The recombination cross section is shown in figure 3 and the
derived rate coefficient in figure 2. In the vicinity of 0.1 e V the slope of the cross section
becomes markedly more negative.

With our mass selection magnet we cannot distinguish CHs from OH+, but the
dissociative recombination cross section for the diatomic ion OH+, measured in a
mixture of 20% O2 and hydrogen (Mul et al 1981), is roughly an order of magnitude
lower than that for CHs. Prom the beam intensity ratio OH+/H2O* we could estimate
that the CHs beam contains 5 to 10% OH+ ions but this would give only a 1 % deviation
in the CHs cross section.

The recombination cross sections for CHj and CHs are measured in the interval
0.03 and 0.8 eV (figure 4).

Again we found nearly an E~l cross sectional energy dependence between 0.03 and
0.1 eV. Above this the cross section falls off more rapidly than an E~l law as we found
for CHJ. This is also found for N2H

+ and N,D* (Mul and McGowan 1979), H2O+ and
H3O* (Mul et al 1981) and NHJ at a slightly higher energy (Dubois el a/1978). The
origin of this break is not completely dear though it seems likely that it is somehow
connected with vibntional excitation of the target km which occurs for all of these
spedesinthevkinityof 0.1 eV. DerkitsandBardsley(1980)predictasimUarfalloflfor
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Figure 4. Measured dissociative recombination cross section (or CH« and C H j .

(Hj(u)+e) recombination due to the competition through autoionisation of the
(Hj(o')+e) system where o' > v.

We have made a least-squares fit of the CH? data with a cubic polynomial and by
assuming the Maxwellian velocity distribution, we have calculated the rate coefficient
from 10 to 10* K. From our results, shown in figure 4, one can see that the recom-
bination cross sections from CH4 and CH5 are the same within the combined
uncertainties of the measurements. As a consequence, we report only one curve for the
rate coefficient of the two species (figure 2). The shock-wave results of CHj" of Wilson
and Evans (1967) are also shown.

For energies below 0.1 eV the cross sections of the polyatomic ions reported here
are large and very similar in magnitude and energy dependence to those for other
polyatomic ions like N2H

+ and N2D
+, C2H

+, C2H J and C2Ht, H2O
+ and H3O* and

NH4. This no doubt reflects the large number of dissociation channels that are
available once the electron and ion are in any one of a number of excited states.

4« Conclusions

The rate coefficient of CH+ as calculated by us from our cross section measurement is
very large. Consequently, the CH* ions formed in the diffuse Clouds are rapidly
destroyed by dissociative recombination.

The energy dependence of the cross sections for CH+ over the entire energy interval
studied and for the polyatomic ions below 0.1 eV is close to E'\ Furthermore, the
magnitudes of the cross sections for all of the polyatomic ions are roughly the same.

We may conclude from these and other reported results that the basic recom-
bination for CH* and the polyatomic ions at low energies is the 'direct' process which is
expected to have an E'' energy dependence. Though we expect'it to contribute to the
cross section we have no direct evidence that the 'indirect' process working through
highly excited Rydberg states is operative here.
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At centre-of-mus energies above 0.1 eV the slope of the cross section curves for
nearly all polyatomic* becomes more negative. Perhaps increased autoionisation
occurs once the incoming electron excites the target ton, thus taking away from the
dissociative recombination channel.

It ia our pleasure to thank Irold Schmidt, Jan Keyser and Dave Miko for their technical
assistance and T F O'Malley and J N Bardsley who shared their thoughts with us with
regards to recombination mechanisms. This work is supported by the US Department
of Energy, NATO, the Veeco Fund and the Canadian National Sciences and Engineer-
ing Research Council.
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IMAPTER VII
Energy Dependence of Dissociative Recombination below 0.08 eV Measured

with (Electron-Ion) Merged-Beam Technique

J . Wm. McGowan, P. M. Mul, V. S, D'Angelo, J. B. A. Mitchell,10 P. Defrance,'1»
and H. R. Froelich

Physics Department and The Centre far Chemical Physics. The University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario H6A3K7, Canada

(Received 24 July 1978)

For ceoter-of-mass electron energies «0.08 eV (~ 1000 K) nearly all electron-loo dis-
sociative recombination cross secttona thus far measured by us follow the £"' dependence-
predicted by theory. This corresponds to a 7"e"

0-5 temperature dependence of tbe reac-
tion-rate coefficient.

In the literature there is general agreement be-
tween theory1 and experiment3'3 as to the magni-
tude at electron-molecular-ion dissociative-re-
combination cross sections for many diatomic
and polyatomic ions. However, one of the most
perplexing experimental problems that has re-
mained has been the lack of agreement between
the measured energy dependences of recombina-
tion cross sections (rate coefficients) particularly
lor electron energies below 0.1 eV (?,< 1200 K).
Theory maintains*'* that an£M power law for o
va£ holds at lower center-ot-mass electron en-
ergies while many of the experiments fail to give
support to this dependence.1 In this report we
present evidence for an E "* dependence of the
cross section which dominates all dissociative-
recombination cross sections thus far examined
by us at electron energies through the interval
-0.01 and «0.08 eV.

Recent experiments in our laboratory3 have
confirmed that for H»+ &"d H,* both "direct" and
"indirect" recombination processes are impor-
tant in the energy interval below - 2 eV. By "di-
rect" we mean the process where a bound-ion-
plus-electron potential energy surface intercepts
or nearly intercepts a surface for an unbound
molecule. The electrons and ion enter on one
surface while the dissociative products separate
on the other. By "indirect" we signify those proc-
esses where Rydberg coupling between the elec-
tronic, vibronic, and rotational states of the elec-
tron-ion system and a bound Rydberg state leads
to the formation of an intermediate excited neu-
tral molecule. This bound Rydberg or intermedi-
ate compound state is then free to either autolon-
ize or predissociate. For a more complete re-
view of these processes, refer to Bardsley and
Biondi."

In our previous papers., we have described the
merged electron-ion beam apparatus used in our
studies and have utilized the high-energy resolu-
tion characteristic of this experimental approach

to show that, at least above -0.08 eV, autoioniza-
tion of the temporarily formed (e-H,*) and (e-H,*)
compound states competes effectively with direct
dissociative recombination and predissociation,
thus leading to a structure-filled cross-section
curve. Furthermore, we have shown for H,+ that
the state of vibratlonal excitation and for CH+

electronic excitation of the ion entering into re-
combination can have a substantial effect upon
the magnitude of the measured cross section and
upon the position and magnitude of the structure
in the curve if not upon the general shape of the
curve.3 The Importance and control of the excita-
tion will be described more completely in later
papers.

Since our initial high-resolution' studies we have
focused our total attention upon gathering lower-
resolution cross-section data needed for fusion,
astrophysical, and atmospheric studies. Further-
more, these lower-resolution data are easily
compared with the results of afterflow, trapped-
ion, and inclined electron-ion beam experiments
already reported. After a study of over 25 ion
species listed in Table I, many of which are
known to be in a variety of excited states, we can
now make several general observations which re-
late to electron-energy dependence of molecular-
ion recombination through the energy interval be-
low 0.08 eV (-1000 K).

(1) From < 0.01 to 0.08 eV the measured cross
sections are dominated by ani?"1 electron-energy
dependence which corresponds to a I*,""'5 depen-
dence of the rate coefficient. Only Ha

+, HD+,
Da

+, and CH*(g.s) seem to deviate slightly from
this dependence, but within the uncertainty of our
experiment even these are dominantly 1/E.

(2) In those cases where we have been able to
change the state of excitation of the recombinlng
ion beam, the dominants"1 energy dependence
usually persists in the interval below -0.08 eV.

(3) For all cases where dissociative recombina-
tion cross sections are large, the cross section
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TABLE I. Electron-Ion dissociative recombination
measured in an electron-Ion merged-beam experiment
where the measured cross section has an £-1*8 $5 elec-
tron-energy dependence for electron energies * 0.08
eV, This corresponds to a rate coefficient proportional
to ~ T,"0-6 for Ta % 1000 K. All energy and temperature
dependencies are derived from log-log plots of the data.
Terms with asterisks demonstrate a slight deviation
from a non-f' energy dependence below 0.08 eV.
Cross sections (at 0.01 eV) given below have uncertain-
ties of * 15%. Rate coefficients at 120 K are given in
column 3. The onset of deviation indicates the enrgy
at which the cross section deviates from E'' behavior.

Recom-
puting

ion

Diatomic Ions

* Mj* («11 y)

* Ha* (y - 0-2)

* HO* («II y)

* 0,* UU y)

CH* («sited)

• CH* (ground « « « )

OH*

«2*

H 2*

HO*

"2*

Polyatomic lorn

Mj* (y • 0)

„V
°3
»z*
CH 3 *

mk*

C H 5 *

HjO*

H3O*

C2Hj*

C 2 H 3 *

MjH*

Cross
section

(10" "cm')

0.6

O.I2

0.6

0,4

1.1

0.6

0.2S

0.2

1.4

O.8S

O.SS

0.4S

1.0

0.8

0.6

1.2

1.7

1.3

1.5

1.8

1.5

1.4

2.2

1.8

Bate
coetf.

(10"T cmVs)

4

0.8

4

Ï .7

7.4

4

1.7

1.3

9.4

5.7

3.7

3

6.6

5.4

4

a
12

9.5

1 1

1 2

1 1

9.4

1 5

1 2

Onset of
deviation

(eV)

0.07

O.I

0.09

0.)

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.07

0.08

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.06

at 0.01 eV (120 K) for polyatomic ions (except for
Hj*, . . . , D3

+) lie between 1.2 and 2.2xlO"ls cm*
while those for diatomics are normally smaller.

(4) In those cases studied by us where the cross
section changes slope in the vicinity of 0.1 eV,
the slope becomes more negative. This appears
to be independent of whether or not the recom-
bining ion is diatomic or polyatomic.

In column 1 of the table, we list the species
studied, independent of whether or not the state
of excitation of the ion is known. In column 2,
we give the cross section at 0.01 eV and in col-
umn 3 the corresponding rate coefficient at 120
K. For calculations of the rate coefficient the
~ l / £ power law for the cross section was ex-
tended to 0.001 eV. In cases such as H,*(all»),
CH*, and perhaps H,*, we believe we know some-
thing about the state of the recombining ion.* In
column 4 we indicate the approximate energy at
which the cross section deviates from the£M

power law.
From nearly all of our studies, we conclude

that for electron energies below approximately
0,1 eV, the "direct" process is usually dominant.1

This implies that the potential energy surface for
the excited neutral molecule, which is formed
upon recombination, crosses the potential energy
surface at the ion plus electron somewhere with-
in the vicinity of the first few vibrational levels
of the excited- or ground-state ion. Further-
more, this suggests that the Franck-Condon over-
lap of the wave functions describing the electron-
ion and neutral-molecule states is good—the
cross sections are large—and that the general
nature of the recombination process itself is dom-
inated by the \/E energy dependence associated
with the interaction of two unlike charges as de-
scribed by Wigner.* Where there is a break in
the monotonically decreasing cross section near
0.1 eV, we suggest that the break reflects an in-
terference between "direct" and "indirect" proc-
esses as exemplified by a structure-filled inter-
val of the cross-section curve3; when the break
is extreme, we suggest that there may be a com-
plete dominance of the "indirect" process in this
region perhaps tending towards the T,"a/a temper-
ature dependence predicted by Bardsley1 for the
rate coefficient. This seems to imply that above
this interaction energy the temporary Rydberg
state formed immediately autoionizes. It is un-
fortunate that at 0.01 eV measurements from in-
clined-beam and trapped-ion experiments are
not available tor direct comparison. However,
in this case at H,+(all v) and H , > =0) Dolder and
Peart," using the inclined-beam approach, have
shown that near 0.1 eV the energy dependence of
recombination is essentially E'1. Similarly, us-
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ing the trapped-ion technique, DuBois et al* have
suggested an£"1'* energy dependence for NH4

+

recombination below 0.3 eV (which tends towards
£'1) , while for 0,* Walls and Dunn' have found
an£"*a* dependence in the vicinity of 0.1 eV.
This is consistent with the recent works of Mul
and McGowan on Q/ , N a \ and NO* and on NaH*
andNjD*, in which anfi"1 law is reported.5'8

A nearly T,"0-5 dependence of the rate coeffic-
ient has been found experimentally for a number; :
of the molecular-ion systems. Recently, Shlu
and Biondi1 while reporting on e -Kr,* found for "
T,- 300 K the electron temperature dependences
for Ne,*, Ar,+, and Xe,* as well. All are "com-
patible with the r,*0* prediction of the simple
theory of the direct dissociative process" as are
those reported for Hj* by Leu, Biondi, and John-
sen* and tor <V by a large number of research-
ers as reviewed by Walls and Dunn.1 There re-
main a number of cases where the afterglow re-
sults do not correc^ond to r#*°*. Included in
these are toe cluster results tor the hydrated hy-
dronium aeries H,O*" (mo), and the NH«+' (NH,),
series,1
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SUMMARY
if

In this thesis an analysis is given of merged electron-ion beam

experiment and work on dissociative recombination of molecular ions

and electrons is described.

Chapter II covers a brief introduction of the theory of dissociative

recombination,

Two mechanisms leading to dissociative recombination are discussed,

the "direct" and "indirect" process.

The "direct" process inwhich the electron and ion continuum is

directly coupled to a repulsive state of the neutral molecule is

the most important process. This process gives an E energy

dependence of the cross-section as function of the electron energy.

The "indirect" process proceeds through an additional intermediate

step. This process leads to narrow resonances of the order of

several meV which are experimentally very difficult to resolve,

because of the limited energy resolution of the apparatus.

( £ 50 meV)

This chapter i s concluded with a brief description of the dependence
of the rate coefficient on the electron temperature.

In chapter III , part A, a description i s given of the merged
electron-ion beam experiment.

In the region where the electron and ion beams are merged, neutrals
may be formed by dissociative electron-ion recombination. A prob-
ability for this process i s expressed in the dissociative recombina-
tion cross-section. The evaluation of the cross-section i s given
and also a discussion of the (dis)advantages of a merged beam
system are reviewed.

In part B a method i s described which allows the determination
of the mean angle between the electron and ion trajectories in a
merged electron-ion beam experiment.

An upper and a lower limit for the variance of the angle between
electron and ion trajectories is calculated. The lower limit
i s obtained by considering only the dominant contribution to the
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tranvers velocities i . e . the velocities due to thermal effect.
From the mean angle and the standard deviation of the angle between
the trajectories the minimum root mean square value and the standard
deviation of the center-of-mass energy are calculated. The standard
deviaiton of the energy i s 50 + 10 meV at zero center-of-mass
energy.

In chapter IV a paper on the three dominant atmospheric diatomic

ions NO , O, and N„ is presented.
There i s excellent agreement between the dissociative recombination

cross-section for NO measured by the trapped-ion technique and by
the merged beam technique.
.•Xs ̂ he trapped-ion technique all ions are in the ground x I (va0)
;tate, while in our experiment there i s probably a variety of
vibrationally and perhaps electronically excited ions.
Our cross-secions of 0 also agree very well with the data
measured by the trapped ion technique.
However» we have not been able to identify the gross structure
similar to that reported by Walls and Dunn. The difference may
result from the fact that our ion beam has a different distribution

2 . U
of ground X H state ions and ions in the a it state and certainly

o

different vibrationally excited states.

We can compare our N data only with the afterglow results. Our

derived rate coefficient is larger but within the total uncertainty

of both experiments.

The most important conclusion which follows from the study of

the atmospheric ions is that the energy dependence of the cross-

section is close to the E dependei

the "direct" recombination process.

section is close to the E dependence predicted by the theory for

In chapter V the dissociative recombination for N H and N_D is

discussed. According to the theory an isotope effect on the cross-

section arises largely through the survival factor which can lead

to a large effect for smaller nuclear masses like H and D . For
. +larger molecules like N H the mass changes only a small amount as

deuterium replaces hydrogen.
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Therefore the dependence of the cross-section on the reduced
masses will be small which i s in agreement with the results for
N H+ and N2D

+ and also for H30
+ and D30

+.

In chapter VI two papers on the polyatomic ions of the carbon-
containing molecular ions are presented. The first paper deals
with the dissociative recombination of the hydrocarbon molecular
ions C , CJK , C,H and C_H3 . These recombination cross-
sections are important for the astrophysical community to understand
the problem of the abundance of ethylyn (CH) in dense instellar
clouds. The ions will be generated by gas phase processes but the
main loss mechanism for these ionic species is the dissociative
recombination process.

In the second paper the cross-sections of the carbon containing
+ + + + +

group CH , CH» , CH- , CH, and CH_ is presented. The cross-section
of the diatomic ion CH is very high. As a consequence, the

+
CH ions formed in the diffuse interstellar clouds are rapidly
destroyed by the dissociative recombination.
The magnitude of the cross-sections of the hydro-carbon groups
C.H and CH presented in these two papers are roughly the samez n n _.
and the energy dependence i s close to an E energy dependence.
Thus the basic recombination process at low energies i s the "direct"
process which i s expected to have 'an E energy dependence.
At center-of-mass energies E > 0,1 eV the slope of the cross-
section versus energy curves for some polyatomic ions besomes more
negative. Perhaps increased autoionization occurs which means a
smaller survival factor.

In chapter VII a letter with some results of the work presented in
more detail in the chapters IV, V and VI is presented. The magnitude
and the energy dependence of the cross-section measured by the
merged beam technique and by other techniques is compared and
discussed.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een analyse gegeven van een experiment

waarbij een electronenbundél gesuperponeerd wordt op een ionen-

bundel.

De dissociatieve recombinatie die dan optreedt is hier beschreven,

Een korte introductie in de theorie van de dissociatieve recom-

binatie is opgenomen als hoofdstuk II.

Twee mogelijke processen welke leiden tot de dissociatieve recombi-

natie worden beschreven; dit zijn het "directe" en het "indirecte"

proces.

Het "directe" proces wordt gekenmerkt door een directe koppeling

van het continuum van het electron plus ion met een repulsieve

toestand van het molecule. De energie afhankelijkheid van de recom-

binatie doorsnede is omgekeerd evenredig met de energie van de

electronen.

Het "indirecte" proces zal tot smalle resonantie pieken (5meV)

leiden welke experimenteel door het begrensde energie oplossend

vermogen van het apparaat niet waar te nemen zijn ( ü 50 meV).

Het hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten met een korte beschrijving van het

gedrag van de reactie coefficient als functie van de temperatuur.

In deel A van het hoofdstuk III, wordt het experiment met de

samenvallende electronen en ionenbundel beschreven. De neutralen

werden gevormd in het gebied waar de electronen en ionen bundel

samenvallen. De waarschijnlijkheid van dit proces kan worden

weergegeven met de recombinatie doorsnede die experimenteel te

bepalen is.

Verder bevat deel A een beschrijving van de wijze waarop de resul-

taten verkregen worden. Als laatste worden de voor en nadelen van

deze meettechniek met de gesuperponeerde bundel besproken.

In het deel B wordt een methode beschreven voor het verkrijgen

van de hoofdwaarde van de hoek tussen de banen van de electronen en

ionen in dit experiment.

t
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Voor de standaardafwijking van de hoek wordt een boven en ondergrens

berekend. Deze grens wordt verkregen door alleen de belangrijkste

bijdrage tot de spreiding te beschouwen, dit is de thermische

spreiding als gevolg van de verhitting van de kathode.

Met de hoofdwaarde van de hoek en de verkregen standaard afwijking

kan nu een minimale effectieve waarde en standaard afwijking van de

energie in het bewegend stelsel worden berekend. De standaard

afwijking van de energie is 50 + IQ meV bij de laagste energie in

het bewegend stelsel.

Hoofdstuk XV bevat een artikel over de drie meest voorkomende

atmosferische ionen, die opgebouwd zijn uit 2 atomen nl. NO , 0- en
+

N„ , De gemeten waarde van de recombinatie doorsnede komt heel goed

overeen met de waarden gemeten met de "trapped-ion" techniek.

Alle ionen zijn bij deze techniek in de grond toestand X 1 (v • 0),

terwijl in ons experiment hogere vibratie toestanden en misschien

wel electronische aangeslagen toestanden voorkomen. Onze gemeten

recombinatie doorsnede van 0. komt goed overeen met die waarden

gemeten met de "trapped-ion" techniek;

De grof structuur die door Walls en Dunn is gerapporteerd wordt

door ons niet waargenomen. Dit verschil kan liggen aan de verschil-

lende verdelingen van de ionen in de grondtoestand en in de aange-

slagen toestand a n en vanzelfsprekend is de verdeling van de

vibratie energie van de ionen voor de twee experimenten niet gelijk.

De resultaten van N kunnen alleen vergeleken worden met die

verkregen mat de "afterglow" techniek. Onze berekende reactie

coefficient is groter maar de afwijking is binnen de totale

onzekerheid van beide experimenten.

De belangrijke conclusie voor deze atmosferische ionen is dat het

gedrag van de recombinatie doorsnede als functie van de energie

van de electronen bijna omgekeerd evenredig is met die energie.

Dit gedrag is ook te verwachten volgens dè theorie van het "directe"

recombinatie proces.

In hoofdstuk V wordt de dissociatieve recombinatie van L H en NJ)

besproken. Volgens de theorie zou een isotoop effect geschieden
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door een verandering van de "survival" factor. Dit effect kan

groot zijn voor kleine nucleaire massa's zoals H. en D .

Voor grotere moleculen zoals N H verandert de massa slechts weinig

als deuterium de plaats van het waterstof atoom inneemt. Daarom zal

de verandering van de recombinatie doorsnede ook weinig zijn wat

overeenkomt met de meetresultaten van N H en-.N D en ook voor
+ + i l

HjO en D30 .

Hoofdstuk VI bevat 2 artikelen over koolstof bevattende moleculaire

ionen.

Het eerste artikel behandelt de dissociatieve recombinatie van de

moleculaire ionen C, , C_H en CLH . Deze doorsneden zijn belang-

rijk voor de astrophysische wetenschap want de overvloedige aan-

wezigheid van ethylyn (CJO in de dichte interstellaire wolken is

nog steeds een probleem. Deze ionen worden gevormd via processen in

de gasphase maar het belangrijkste mechanisme dat verantwoordelijk

is voor de neutralisatie van de ionen is de dissociatieve recombi-

natie.

Het 2e artikel bevat de recombinatie doorsnede van de koolstof

bevattende groep CH , CHA • CH. , CH, en CHC .
2 3 4 5 +

De recombinatie doorsnede van het twee-atomige ion CH is erg

groot» niet als gevolg dat CH , dat gevormd wordt in de diffusie

interstellaire wolken, snel geneutraliseerd wordt en dissocieert.

De werkzame doorsneden van de moleculaire ionen beschreven in deze

twee artikelen, hebben ongeveer gelijke grootte en het gedrag van

de doorsneden als funktie van de energie is bijna omgekeerd even-

redig met de energie.

Dus het "directe" recombinatie proces is dominant want dat proces

sou een gedrag hebben dat omgekeerd evenredig met de energie is.

Bij energieën groter dan 0,1 eV verandert de energie afhankelijkheid

van sommige meer atomige ionen en wordt meer dan omgekeerd evenredig.

Misschien neemt hier de autoionizatie toe, waardoor de "survival"

factor kleiner wordt met als gevolg een kleinere doorsnede.
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Hoofdstuk VII bevat een kort artikel (Letter to the editor) met

enkele resultaten die in groter detail in de hoofdstukken IV,

V en VI gegeven zijn.

De grootte en de energie afhankelijk van de doorsnede gemeten met

deze meettechniek met de gesuperponeerde bundels en gemeten met

andere technieken worden vergeleken en besproken.
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De grofstructuur in de dissociatieve recombinatie doorsnede van e - H„
wordt door Auerbach et al. in het energiegebied > 1 eV geassocieerd
met de ionen-paar productie (H + H ) , Dit is niet in overeenstemming
met de gemeten waarden van dit proces,
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B. Peart and K.T. Volder* J. Phya. B: Atom. Molec. Phya. 8_ (1975) 1570.

II

De experimentele condities die de Wit et al. gebruiken bij de bepaling
van de structuur van zuurstof op Cu (TlO) maken de resultaten twijfel-
achtig.

A.G.J. de Wits R.P.N' Bronckere and J.M. Fluit* Surface Sa-C. 82^ (1979)

177.
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Een vakkenpakket met 90% natuurwetenschappelijke en technische vakken
in het Ie, 2e en 4e jaar van de H.T.S.-opleiding en een niet kritisch
begeleid praktijkjaar is geen goede basis voor een op innovatie en
f lex ib i l i te i t georiënteerde, creatieve ingenieur.

IV

De methode van Heppner et al . om hun resultaten met behulp van convo-
lutie en extrapolatie aan te passen is aanvechtbaar.
R.A. Heppner* F.L. Walla* W.T. Armstrong and G.H. Dunn* Phys. Rev.

A 13 (1976) 1000.

Het voorstel van Auerbach et al. ter verklaring van de fijnstructuur •

van de dissociatieve recombinatie doorsneden van e - H_ en e - H,
met behulp van de formatie van Rydberg toestanden is aanvechtbaar. ,

D. Auerbach* R. Cacak* R. Caudano* T.D. Gaily* C.J. Key eer* J.Wm. 0

McGowan* J.B.A. Mitchell and S.F.J. Wilk*

J. Phya. B: Atom. Molec. Phya. 10_ (1977) 3797.



VI

De geweldige verwachtingen en prognoses voor de laag energetische ionen-
verstrooiing als een methode om de uiterste atomaire laag van een opper-
vlak te bestuderen zijn niet helemaal uitgekomen.
D.P. Smith, Surface Sd. 2S_ (1971) 171,

H.H, Brongersma and P.M, Mul, Surface Soi. 35 (1973) 293.

H.H. Brongersma and P.M. Mul, Chem. Phya. Utters 1± (1972) 280,

VII

Meetmethodes waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van gesuperponeerde bundels

van twee verschillende deeltjes en bundels die elkaar snijden met een

kleine hoek lenen zich uitermate goed om informatie over de hoek en

hoekspreiding tussen de bundels te verkrijgen.

Dit proefaohrift, hoofdstuk III* deel B.

VIII

In de tabellen voor de repulsie-energie als gevolg van de interactie

van diffuse dubbellagen bij constante spanning of bij constante lading

is het laatste significante cijfer niet altijd correct.

E,P. Honig and P.M. Mul, J. Colloid Interface Sci. 3£ (1971) 258.

IX

De energie afhankelijkheid van de dissociatieve recombinatie door-

sneden van de verschillende moleculaire ionen is over het algemeen

omgekeerd evenredig met de energie van de elektronen.

Dit proefschrift.

Y. Shiu and M.A. Biondi* Phya. Rev. A 16^ (1977) 1817.

Niet selectieve onkruidbestrijding met herbiciden schept in verge-

lijkiig met andere methoden de beste omstandigheden voor het herver-

schijnen van de bestreden plantensoorten.
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XI

De conclusie dat het netto-effect van de gammastraling bij
de explosies van de Hiroshima en Nagasaki-boiranen minder is dan

tot nog toe werd aangenomen is een dooddoener,
E. Marshall* Sdenae 212 (1981) 900,


